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EDITORIAL 

The museums of East Anglia contain many objects from Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, but 
in most cases the contexts for this material are inadequate or non-existent. It is clear 
too that the objects were collected selectively and that usually only the most spectacular 
items were kept. 

The cemetery described in this volume was excavated by the Norfolk Archaeological 
Unit in a gravel pit at Bergh Apton; this is one of five such cemeteries to be excavated 
scientifically in the last eight years in the region. In 1972 sixty six inhumations were 
recorded from a building site at Westgarth Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds; while in 1974-5 
315 inhumations were excavated by the Norfolk Unit at another gravel pit at Morning 
Thorpe. 

These three sites, together with a small group of burials from Swaffuam (published 
in East Anglian Archaeology 2) and the large mixed cremation and inhumation cemetery at 
Spong Hill, North Elmham, provides a real opportunity to increase our understanding of 
this aspect of the early Anglo-Saxon period in East Anglia. 

It is clear that considerable comparative work on these recently excavated cemeter
ies will have to be carried out. The Scale Committee therefore felt it appropriate to 
make this information available as soon as possible by publishing initially catalogues of 
the finds from Bergh Apton, Westgarth Gardens and Morning Thorpe and to follow these 
with a discussion volume on the three sites. The catalogue for Westgarth Gardens is 
being prepared by the Suffolk Archaeological Unit. The compilation of the Morning Thorpe 
catalogue by the Norfolk Unit is proceeding well, but because of the amount of conserva
tion and illustration work involved, it will not be published for about two years. 

The policy of publishing catalogues has already been adopted for the Spong Hill 
cemetery, which is still under excavation: the first catalogue of cremations was publish
ed as East Anglian Archaeology 6. When the other Spong Hill catalogues are published 
there will then be a volume describing the other finds and structures and also the signifi
cance of the site and the cemetery material. 

xiii 

Peter Wade-Martins 
January 197 8 
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I. SUMMARY 

Sixty three inhumation burials formed part of an early Anglo-Saxon cemetery, of 
which only the northern and eastern limits survived quarrying operations. Only twenty 
eight graves contained traces of human skeletal material but fifty eight produced grave 
goods. On the evidence of grave goods twenty four were identified as female and eighteen 
as male; while twelve were thought to be childs' graves, because of their small size. 
Judging from the disposition of skeletal material and grave goods forty burials were laid 
with heads to the west, and three to the east. Finds included spearheads, shield-bosses, 
a sword, part of an iron -bound bucket, annular, small - long, cruciform and square-headed 
brooches, girdle hangers, wrist-clasps, and the remains of a lyre. Previous finds from 
the gravel pit, Bronze Age pottery and a Roman patera handle, are also described. 

IT. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The authors are grateful to the staff of Atlas Aggregates Ltd. for all their help and 
encouragement, and to the parent company Ready Mixed Concrete (United Kingdom) Ltd. 
for permission to excavate, for the permanent loan of the majority of the finds to the 
Norfolk Museums Service 1, and for the generous donation of grants towards the cost of 
preparing this report for publication; to members of the Norfolk Museums Service, 
Norfolk Research Committee, and Norfolk Archaeological Unit who assisted on site; to 
Chris Green who directed the second phase of the excavation; to Nick Adams who drew 
the illustrations assisted by Sue White; to Dorothy Charlesworth, Elisabeth Crowfoot, 
Graeme Lawson, Andrew Lawson and Tony Gregory who have contributed specialist 
reports; to Peler Murphy who carried out botanical identifications (graves 22 and 66); 
and to Bill Milligan and members of the Conservation Laboratory, Norwich Castle 
Museum, who conserved and repaired the finds. Graeme Lawson wishes to express his 
thanks to the following members of Cambridge University: R. E. Swarbrick, Department 
of Geology, for carrying out a series of electron-micrographs of microscopic samples; and 
Mr. J. Bashford, Department of Anatomy, for carrying out the nece::;::;ary X-radiography. 

Ill. INTRODUCTION 

In April 1973 five copper alloy objects found on a gravel screening machine and an 
iron spearhead from a spoil heap in a gravel pit at Bergh Apton (unassociated finds 1-6) 
were identified as Anglo-Saxon at the Castle Museum, Norwich. Following a visit to the 
gravel pit, where the outline of graves were recognised, excavation began at the Easter 
weekend under the direction of the first author. As a result of the find::; made during four 
days under somewhat adverse weather conditions, the site owners, Atlas Aggregates Ud. 
generously agreed to cease gravel working in that part of the pit until the cemetery could 
be cleared. This second phase, which lasted for two weeks, was directed by Chris Green 
for the newly formed Norfolk Archaeological Unit. 

Sixty three graves were excavated, but it is impossible to determine what proportion 
of the original cemetery these represented, because gravel extraction on both the 
southern and western sides had destroyed an unknown number of graves. Due to the 
acidity of the gravel, little remained of the human skeletons. Because of this, there was 
minimal cleaning down of the grave finds during the excavation, so that as far as possible 
objects were moved to the Castle Museum still set soil or in patches of organic 
material. Thus many small fragments of metal and organic material which might well 
otherwise have been lost, were recovered under laboratory conditions . 

Following the looting of a partly excavated grave on the first night (grave 6), it was 
considered necessary to complete the excavation of any opened graves before the end of 

1 
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Fig. 2. Anglo-Saxon cemeteries in the vicinity of Bergh Apton. 

each day's work. Consequently, on occasion, recording was less adequate than was 
really desirable. 

Bergh Apton is one of the few Anglo-Saxon inhumation cemeteries in East Anglia to 
be properly excavated and recorded. However, in 1974-5 a much larger cemetery was 
excavated at Morning Thorpe 10. 7 km south west of the Bergh Apton site. As any dis
cussion of the material from Bergh Apton would necessitate considerable reference to be 
made to the Morning Thorpe finds, it was decided to publish firstly catalogues of the finds 
from both cemeteries, and to follow these with a combined discussion of the two. At the 
time of writing, the conservation of about three quarters of the Morning Thorpe material 
has been completed, and drawing has begun. 

The cemetery (site 1011, TG 3060 0017), lay at just over 100 ft 0. D. on top of a 
small hill on the north side of the Well Beck, one of the main head streams of the River 
Chet (Figs. 2 and 3). The subsoil is gravel of the Norwich Crag, while the surrounding 
region is covered by mainly heavy boulder clay. Romano-British material (Fig. 3) 
was found during quarrying to the east of the cemetery between 1932 and 1955 (sites 
10315 and 10316). The finds include second and third century pottery, roof and flue tiles, 
burnt daub with combed decoration, painted wall plaster, a bone pin, a copper alloy 
patera handle (p. 108 ), a coin of Carausius, animal bone and oyster shells. The Bronze 
Age (Fig. 3) finds are discussed on p. 107. 

2 
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Introduction 

The locations of other Anglo-Saxon cemeteries in the area around Bergh Apton are 
shown on Fig. 2. They comprise the cremation cemetery at Markshall (Myres and Green 
1973), the mixed cemeteries at Caistor St. Edmund (Myres and Green 1973) and Brooke 
(Kennett 1976), inhumation burials at Poringland (Meaney 1964, 180) and the unpublished 
inhumation cemetery at Morning Thorpe. 

IV. THE CATALOGUE 

Notes 

Context numbers: Because a system of continuous context numbers was used, 
apparent gaps in the numbered sequence are due to the allocation of numbers to features 
other than graves. These are listed at the end of the catalogue (p. 49). 

Grave plans (Figs. 6-64): A plan of each grave is shown alongside the catalogue entry, 
with the exception of those which did not contain bones or planned objects. In such cases, 
the orientation of the long axis and the dimensions of the grave have been given. 

Spear 0 Ring 

' 
Squa re-headed Brooc h U Ne cklet 

Knif e Cl) Annular Br ooch Cl Wrist Clasp 
,--, 
l.! :·--1 Musical Instrument 

.... -·; 

I> Shield Boss t Cruc i fo rm Brooch ! Gird l e Ha nge r J Key 

Buckle t Small-long Brooch 
.. 

Beads • Other objects )- :: . 

Potter y 
11111111 

Organic materia l surrounding grave good s ?Wood stainin g 

Key to symbols used for grave goods in Figs. 6-64. 

Location of graves: Each entry is introduced by the letter and number coordinates of 
the grid square in which it was located (Fig. 4), e. g. GRAVE 1 B3. 

Human skeletal remains: Because of the fragmentary nature and condition of the 
skeletal remains, the sexing of the burials is based on the grave goods (Fig. 5). A very 
small quantity of bone was recovered. The identifications of the bones were made on 
site, but it was not recorded whether they were identified fr om their shape or their . 
position in the grave. Possible children's graves have been defined usually on grave 
size. Bones were sometimes lettered in the same sequence as the grave goods. These 
have been omitted from the catalogue, but the grave goods have not been re-lettered. 

Unlocated grave finds: Entries which are preceded by letters in brackets are for 
objects not recorded or shown on the grave plan. 

Beads: These are of opaque glass unless otherwise stated. In each grave group only 
one of each main type has normally been illustrated, apart from the amber beads where 
a varying number have been drawn to show the range of size and form. 

11111111111 Blue Green Red -Very Dark Blue 

Key to colour codes used in drawings of glass beads in Figs. 65-99. 
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Bergh Apton 

TABLE 1. GRAVE GOODS 

Brooches: 
Annular X X X X X X X X X X X 

Small-long X X 

Cruciform X X X X 

l&tuare-headed X 

Beads: 
Amber X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Glass X X X X X X X X X X 

'Shield' pendant X 

Other beads X X X 

Spangles and/ or 
large pin X X 

Wrist-clasp X X X X X XX X 

Tag-end X X X X X X X 

Finger ring X 

Fe. key X X X 

Girdle hanger X 

Shield boss X X X X 

Shield mount X 

Shield stud X X X 

Spearhead X X X X X X X X 

Ferrule 
Sword X 

Knife X X X X X X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X X X X 

Buckle X X X X X X X X X X X 

Buckle plate X X X X X X X 

Bucket fittings X 

Pottery X X X X X X X X X X X 

R-B pottery X 

Lyre X 

Necklet 
R-B glass X 

? Strike-a-light X 

Fe.frag, X X X X X 

Ae. sheet frag. X X X X X X X X 

Ae. clip X 

Ae. sheet with 
wood X X X X 

Ae. plate X 

Ae. ring X X X X X 

Fe. ring X X X X X X 

Ae. tube 
Fe. chain X 

Fe. rod X 

Fe. strip X 

Aa. rivet X X X 

Fe. plate 
Aa. stud 
Worked flint 
Textile descr. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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Bergh Apton 

Classification of artifacts: Where applicable the following authorities have been cited 
in object classifications: spearheads, Swanton 1973: cruciform brooches apart from 
florid cruciform, Aberg 1926: florid cruciform brooches, Leeds and Pocock 1971: 
square-headed brooches, Leeds 1949: small-long brooches, Leeds 1945. 

Pottery descriptions: Hardness has been estimated by a thumbnail test. 'Medium 
hard' indicates that the surface can be scratched only with difficulty, 'medium soft' with 
little difficulty, 'soft' with ease. Each pot or sherd has been macroscopically examined 
and visible inclusions described. The terms 'grass tempered' and 'grass marked' indi
cate the use of organic material resembling grass or straw. Such material has not yet 
been positively identified. Fabric colour which has been described subjectively, refers 
to the core and then to the surfaces. All pottery, except for 13 C, is handmade. 

Silvering or tinning: This in some cases may in fact be solder applied for the carry
ing of plates which have since vanished. 

Textiles: Grave goods were examined by Elisabeth Crowfoot for traces of textile 
before conservation. As a result it is now sometimes impossible to state which specific 
object carried textile impressions in a group of fragmentary material now divided in the 
catalogue into individual objects. For this reason the term 'chatelaine 1 has sometimes 
been used in the textile report as a collective term for a group of objects including keys 
and girdle hangers found at the waist in women's graves, even though there is no real 
evidence for a true chatelaine. In the catalogue, objects which carry textile impressions 
are followed by the word textile. Those which have been described by Elisabeth Crowfoot 
are followed by a reference to the textile report. 

Table 1: Only those graves containing objects other than human bones are listed. 
1x 1 denotes presence of types of find but occurrences of more than one example of a type 
of find in a grave are not indicated. 

Abbreviations used in Table1 

GRAVE 1 

Fe. 
A e. 
R-B 
Des c. 

(p. 6-7) 

Iron 
Copper alloy 
Romano-British 
Described in specialist report 

B3; possibly child; no surviving bone; no finds. Grave: axis NNW to ESE; 
dimensions L. 1. 25 m, W. 55 cm. 

8 



The Catalogue 

GRAVE 2 (Figs. 6 and 65) 

1-+--A 
-----------+--, , 6 

Ci-ii 

Fig. 6. 1:20 

GRAVE 3 (Figs. 7, 65-6) 

-t---N 

G) (!) 
. . 

Fig. 7. 1:20 

C3; male; no surviving bone. 

A. Iron spearhead; point missing; probably 
Swanton Grp. H2. Textile. 

B. Pot; incomplete; medium hard, sparse white 
inclusions; dark grey, exterior burnished to 
black. 

Ci. Iron knife; part of tang missing. Textile. 
Cii. Iron fragment of ?tang of knife; found adhering 

to, but not part of, Ci, 
(D) Several tiny fragments of copper alloy sheet in 

upper fill (not 

B4; female; no surviving bone. 

A & B. Pair of copper alloy cast annular brooches, 
both with part of iron pi-n; shallow grooves 
between pairs of incised lines and punched 
decoration. Textile, see p. 98. 

Ci-ix. Fifteen beads. 
i, Six amber, varying sizes • 
ii. One blue. 
iii, Two green. 
iv. One red. 
v. One red, white and green. 
vi. One red and dark red. 
vii, One blue. 
viii, One green. 
ix. One red and white (not illustrated). 
D. Iron knife; point and part of tang missing. Textile. 
Ei. Iron key; one end missing. Textile, see p. 98. 
Eii, Iron ring; incomplete; section probably round, 
Eiii,Iron ring; shallow groove around perimeter. 
Fi & ii. Copper alloy sheet tag end; two plates, one 

with punched decoration and iron rivet. Textile on 
both. 

Fiii.Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp eye-plate; repousse 
decoration; two attachment holes. Engaged with 
Fiv. 

9 



Bergh Apton 

GRAVE 3 (cont. ) 

Fiv. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook; traces of ? solder. Engaged with Fiii. 
G & H. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook- and eye-plates; repousse decoration; 

traces of one attachment hole surviving on each. Relative positions not defined on 
field plan, but probably as shown. Not a pair to Fiii. Textile on both. 

(J). Potsherd; medium soft, sparse white inclusions; dark grey, exterior reddish
brown. From grave fill (not illustrated). 

GRAVE 4 (Fig. 68) 

C4; possibly child; no surviving bone. Grave: axis WSW to ENE; dimensions 
L. 60 cm, W. 40 cm. 

(A). Pot, incomplete; medium soft; grooved and stamped decoration. Found in frag
ments in fill. 

GRAVE 5 (Figs. 8 and 66) 

11 Di-ii 

\-
E 
A • B 

Fig. 8. 1:20 

B4; female; clavicle fragment with textile, 
see p. 98. Probably disturbed, see unas
sociated finds 15i and 15ii. 

A. Copper alloy small-long brooch; Leeds 
cross potent type; incised lines and punch
ed decoration; fragment of iron spring; 
cf. 6A. Textile. 

B. Iron brooch spring (not illustrated). 
Textile, see p. 98. 

C. Copper alloy cruciform brooch; Aberg 
Grp. II; remains of iron spring; incised 
and punched decoration. Textile, seep. 98. 

Di. Copper alloy wrist-clasp hook-plate; cast 
decorated bar riveted to sheet hook-plate; 
two attachment holes; cf. unassociated 
find 15i. 

Dii. Copper alloy wrist-clasp eye-plate; eye 
and attachment holes missing; pair to Di; 
cf. unassociated find 15ii. Textile with D. 

E. Amber bead. 

10 
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GRAVE 6 (Figs. 9 and 67 -8) 

... N 

.:. 

--- +--Bi-iii 

Fig. 9. 1:20 

B5; female; no surviving bone; dark stains on floor 
of grave representing ?coffin or bier; flints lining 
part of north edge. This grave was looted during 
excavation; A and B were recovered from spoil but 
previously seen in situ, their positions on plan are 
approximate. 

A. Copper alloy small-long brooch; Leeds cross 
potent type with incised lines and punched 
decoration; catch-plate missing. cf. SA. 
Textile. 

Bi. Copper alloy cruciform brooch; Aberg Grp. Ill; 
remains of iron spring; incised and punched 
decoration. Textile. 

Bii and iii. Fourteen beads. Found beneath Bi. 
ii, Thirteen amber; ten as Bii upper, three as Bii 

lower. 
iii. One blue. 
C and D. Pair of copper alloy cruciform brooches; 

Aberg Grp. IV; both retain traces of iron 
springs; incised and punched decoration; D is 
more worn than C. Textile on C and D, 
seep. 98-9. 

Ei. Iron ring; incomplete. 
Eii and iii. Copper alloy sheet tag end; two plates, 

Eii with incised lines near rivet hole. 
Textile with E, see p. 99. 

GRAVE 7 (Figs. 10, 68-9 and Frontispiece) 

i=· . H 

0 , . ·. Ci-ii 
Ji-xii 

"" Bi-ii • Gi-iv 
F 
E 

/ 

Fig. 10. 1:20 

B1; female; teeth and femoral fragments, with 
textile see p. 99. 

Bi. Copper alloy folded sheet buckle plate; three 
iron rivets and remains of iron pin and loop 
of buckle. Textile. 

Bii, Iron fragment, perhaps part of blade, Found 
with Bi (not illustrated). 

Ci and ii. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook
and eye-plates; repousse decoration. 
Textile . 

D. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp plate; 
repousse decoration; two attachment holes. 
Textile. 

E. Copper alloy ring, apparently formed of 
tightly rolled sheet. Textile, see p. 99. 

F. Iron knife; tip missing; traces of wood on 
tang and blade. Textile. 

Gi and ii. Two iron rings; incomplete, section 
uncertain. Textile, see p. 99. 

Giii and iv. Two iron rods; both ends missing, 
section uncertain. Textile, see p. 99. 

H. Gilded copper alloy square-headed brooch 
with iron pin; Leeds Type 4A. Head-plate 
with cramped, degenerate zoomorphic orna
ment in interior panel; silver sheet on 

11 
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GRAVE 7 (cont. ) 

raised areas at the four corners; punched decoration, Bow with plain outer raised 
ribs and central rib decorated with vertical and transverse grooves. Foot-plate with 
three lobes covered with silver sheet; simple grooved design bordered by cast or 
drilled holes and punched decoration. The relationship of the deeper holes to the 
grooves suggests that they were added after the main casting; they are deep and 
conical in section but gilding hides the original surface. The brooch is comparatively 
little worn. Textile, see p. 99. 

Ji. Copper alloy folded sheet buckle plate fragment; fragments of iron pin and loop of 
buckle. 

Jii. Copper alloy sheet tag-end plate, with rivet hole ; both ends missing. 
Jiii. Iron strip, perhaps part of belt fitting; both ends missing. 
Jiv-xii, Sixty-five beads. 
iv. Fifty-three amber, varying sizes. 
v. Three blue. 
vi. One green. 
vii. Two straw-coloured translucent. 
viii, Two very dark blue and white. 
ix. One red and yellow. 
x. One green translucent. 
xi. One colourless translucent. 
xii. One dark blue. 
(L). Copper alloy annular brooch fragment, two strips with iron rivet. Position not 

recorded on field plan, but probably from area close to square-headed brooch H. 
Textile. 

(M). Copper alloy sheet tag-end; two plates enclosing organic material; one plate with 
incised lattice decoration and part of one rivet hole; both ends missing. Textile. 

GRAVE 8 (Figs. 11 and 70) 

•• Ai-ii 

(!) Bi- iv 

0 

- E 

D4; male; teeth under shield boss Bi and femoral 
fragment. 

Ai and ii. Two copper alloy shield studs, with 
remains of tinning or silvering and copper alloy 
washers; fine transverse scratching on head of 
Ai; wood adhering to Ai. Textile. Position in 
grave shown approximately. 

Bi. Iron shield boss with four copper alloy studs 
(originally five); remains of silvering; fine 
transverse scratching on heads of surviving 
studs, Textile, see p. 99. 

Bii. Iron shield grip with one copper alloy stud 
remaining; one end missing; fragment of wood 
of shield remains with grain running at right 
angles to grip. Textile and leather, see p. 99. 

Biii and iv, Two copper alloy sheet clip fragments; 
broken ends do not join. 

(Bv). Fragments of copper alloy rivet and washer, 
probably from stud similar to A (not illustrated). 

C. Two copper alloy shield studs, heads tinned or 
silvered and remains of washer on one; wood 

Fig, 11. 1:20 adhering; pair to Ai and Aii. Textile. 
D. Iron spearhead; probably Swanton Grp. C2. 

Textile, see p. 99. 
lE. Iron knife; part of tang missing. Textile. 
F. Iron fragment (not illustrated). Textile. 

12 
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GRAVE 8 (cont. ) 

(G). Copper alloy stud, head tinned or silvered and copper alloy washer; from upper fill, 
Textile. 

Note: Because of the difference in scale between the drawings of Ai, Aii and C and Bi, 
Bii, it is not immediately obvious that the studs Ai, Aii and C are some two mm 
greater in diameter than those which form part of Bi and Bii. A careful examination 
of stud G indicates that this is comparable with the studs in Bi and Bii; Bv, which is 
not illu,strated, is of the larger size. 

GRAVE 9 (Figs. 12 and 71) 

...... (1)----+-- C 

• A 
0 B 

• 

Fig. 12. 1:20 

GRAVE 10 (Figs. 13 and 71) 

Cl; female; femoral fragments, teeth found with A. 

A. Eight amber beads, varying sizes. 
B. Copper alloy sheet annular brooch, with part of 

iron pin, Textile • 
C. Copper alloy cast annular brooch; shallow 

grooves between groups of incised lines and 
punched decoration. Textile. 

D. Iron knife; traces of wood on tang. Textile. 
E. Copper alloy cast decorated ring. Textile, 

seep. 99 . 
F/Gi. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook-plate; 

two attachment holes. 
F/Gii, Three copper alloy sheet fragments of 

probably two wrist-clasp plates; repousse 
decoration; two with attachment holes. Relative 
positions of F/Gi and F/Gii not defined on field 
plan. 
F/G. Textile, see p. 99. 

(H). Seven potsherds; soft; black, exterior reddish
brown and carefully smoothed (not illustrated), 

Bl; possibly child; no surviving bone. 

A. Iron knife. Textile. 

,--------t--C 
-----+--6 

\--t--A 

Fig. 13. 1:20 

B. Fragments of amber bead (not illustrated), 
C. Pot; soft, sparse white inclusions; dark grey, exterior 

mottled with brown, interior grass-marked. Found 
crushed, 

13 
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GRAVE 11 (Figs. 14 and 72) 

G i-xi 
A 
F 
B 

• ( 

cq H 

0 D 

\ f 

Fig. 14. 1:20 

Bl; female; cranial and femoral fragments. 

A. 

B • 

c. 

D. 
E. 
F. 

Copper alloy annular brooch; decorated with incised 
lines; flanging along inside edge is the result of 
manufacture from a strip, perhaps of folded metal, 
which was hammered round into a circle; the ends of 
the strip overlap and were held together by the pin. 
Textile. 
Copper alloy annular brooch; almost identical with 
A; one group of incised lines almost worn away. 
Textile. 
Two fragments of iron buckle plate; traces of one 
rivet, and of one hole. Found with buckle H. 
(One fragment illustrated. ) Textile. 
Iron ring; incomplete; section uncertain. Textile. 
Iron knife; part of tang missing. Textile. 
Large iron ?looped head; point missing. 
Textile. 

Gi-xi. Twenty six beads. 
i. Three amber. 
ii. Five yellow. 
iii. Three translucent green. 
iv. Three red and dark red. 
v. Two yellow. 
vi. Four green. 
vii. One white. 
viii. One white and green. 
ix. One colourless translucent. 
x. One green and yellow. 
xi. Two red and yellow. 
H. Iron buckle. Textile. 
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GRAVE 12 

=-N 

I 

(Figs. 15 and 72-3) 

Li-iii 

• ( 

G 

@ 0 

Bi-ii 

A 

• • 
H 

\ K 

E 

F1; male; femoral fragment. 

A. Iron spearhead; point missing and angle 
eroded; Swanton Grp. H3. Textile. 

Bi. Iron shield boss fragments; three iron 
studs from flange survive; reconstruc
tion of profile by measurements shows it 
to be similar to boss Ai in grave 26, with 
less marked overhang at carination and 
slightly lower dome (not illustrated). 

Bii. Iron shield grip; slightlY, curved; both 
ends missing. 

C. Iron shield stud with ? washer on end of 
stem; wood adhering to stem. Textile. 

D. Iron shield stud; stem missing. Textile. 
E. Iron knife. Textile. 
G. Iron spearhead; probably leaf-shaped. 
H and J. Two iron shield studs with traces 

of stems; wood adhering to back of studs, 
Textile on both. 

K. Iron fragment, ?knife; section uncertain. 
Li. Piece of shaped wood, broken; two 

copper alloy rivets holding two un
decorated strips of copper alloy sheet on 
one side; perhaps marks of similar 
strips on other. 

ii. Fragment of copper alloy sheet strip, 
approximately same width as those on Li, 

Fig. 15. 1:20 with punched This may have 
fitted on the above piece of wood. 

iii. Small, slightly curved fragment of copper alloy sheet strip with decoration similar to 
Lii, and appears to join with it. 
Other tiny fragments of copper alloy recovered but would not join (not illustrated). 

GRAVE 13 (Figs. 16 and 73) 

Fig. 16. 1:20 

DO; possibly male; cranial, femoral and tibial fragments. 

A. Iron buckle. Textile. 
D. Iron knife; tip missing. Textile. 
(C). Flanged rimsherd of narrow-necked Romano-British jar, 

grey ware; probably fourth century (not illustrated). 
D. Potsherds; one rim, one base, five body sherds; soft with 

small white inclusions; dark grey, exterior reddish-brown. 
Found in two places in grave and from fill (not illustrated). 
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GRAVE 14 

B3; possibly child; no surviving bone; no finds. Grave: axis W to E; dimensions 
L. 1. 50 m, W. 65 cm. 

. GRAVE 15 (Figs. 17 and 73) 

_ 16 I •N 

Fig.17 1:20 

C2; female; femoral fragments; cut by 
shallower grave 16. 

A. Copper alloy cast annular brooch; trace of 
iron pin; decorated with incised lines. 
Textile. 

B. Copper alloy sheet fragments in upper fill 
(not illustrated). Textile. 

C. Iron knife; tip and part of tang missing. 
Textile. 
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GRAVE 16 

I 

( 

(Figs. 18 and 74) 

I 
I 

/! 
I 

--=--+--- A 

I 

----:-+--8 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' 

Fig. 18 1:20 

GRAVE 17 (Figs. 19 and 74) 

- ---- --t--B 

Fig. 19 1:20 

C2; male; femoral fragment; cuts deeper grave 15 
(floor 10-15 ems above floor of 15). 

A. Iron spearhead; Swanton Grp. E2 or E3. Textile 
seep. 99. 

B. Iron knife; tang missing. Textile. 

B2; sex uncertain; skull fragments. 
A. Pot, incomplete; medium hard, sparse white 

inclusions; core dark grey, reddish-brown 
immediately below surfaces; interior dark grey, 
exterior mottled dark grey and reddish-brown with 
carefully smoothed surface; found crushed. 

B. Ir on knife; part of tang missing. Textile. 
C. Copper alloy sheet fragment (not illustrated). 
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GRAVE 18 (Figs. 20 and 74-5) 

Fig. 20. 

..---\--- -( 

- -\-- -B 

1:20 

Bergh Apton 

B2; female; no surviving bone. 

A. Part of copper alloy annular brooch; made 
from strip hammered into circle, with 
overlapping ends held together by pin. 
Textile, see p. 99. 

B. Copper alloy annular brooch; formed of 
two overlapping strips; two holes for 
rivets and one for pin; ? repaired. Textile. 

C. Gilded copper alloy florid cruciform brooch; 
Leeds and Pocock Grp. V(i); remains of 
iron hinged pin. Head-plate with three
sided strip cut from one sheet held in place 
by four copper alloy rivets, which 
originally had heads 6 mm in diameter; 
square interior panel of zoomorphic orna
ment; each wing with pairs of beaked heads 
and punched decoration; roughly rectangu
lar terminals on each wing, one with 
remains of silver sheet and traces of 
? solder on the others. Faceted bow with 
punched decoration above damaged square 
knob covered with silver sheet. Foot with 
sub-rectangular lappets partly covered 
with silver sheet and with punched 
triangles; below bow, a square panel of 
zoomorphic ornament surrounded by a 
groove; mask with irregularly shaped 
piece of silver sheet on nose; large panel 
of zoomorphic ornament flanked by lines of 

punched decoration within upturned beaked heads; expanded foot covered with silver 
sheet. Open zones of head-plate, bow and foot-plate with discontinuous lines of 
punched dots. Much of gilding worn off. Found face downwards. Textile, seep. 99. 

Di-ix. Fifty beads. 
i. Forty one amber, varying sizes. 
ii. One straw-coloured translucent. 
iii, One white. 
iv. One white. 
v. One yellow. 
vi. One blue. 
vii. Two blue. 
viii. One white. 
ix. One yellow. 
Dx. Fragments of copper alloy ? ring, formed of folded-over sheet; perhaps from neck

lace (not illustrated), Textile. 
E. Copper alloy ?finger ring; diagonal incised decoration; possibly from necklace. 

Textile. 
F. Iron ring; textile impression on one side. 
G. Iron knife; traces of wood on broken tang. Textile. 
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GRAVE 19 (Figs. 21 and 76) 

------------t---Fi- ii 

'----------lf--G 

Fig. 21. 1:20 

Cl; mal e; no surviving bone; cut by quarry. 

Ai. Copper alloy buckle. Found broken and stuck to B. Textile. 
Aii . Two fragments of copper alloy sheet with three rivets, buckle plate, cf. 22A 

(not illustrated). 
B. Iron knife; trace of wood on tang. Ai found stuck to B. Textile, see p. 99. 
C. Iron sword; blade carries remains of wooden scabbard throughout its length and on 

both sides, with faint impressions of ?leather binding immediately below mouth. 
(Scabbard not illustrated). Textile. 

D and E. Two iron shield studs; stem of D missing. Textile. 
Fi. Iron shield boss. Textile. 
Fii. Iron shield grip; both ends broken; grain of adherent wood at right angles to handle. 

Textile, see p. 100. 
G. Iron ? shield stud fragment (not illustrated). Textile. 
H, J and K. Iron bands and handle from a wooden bucket. The quarry excavation had 

removed more than half of the original mt-tal. The illustration is not an attempt at 
reconstruction, and merely intends to show estimated diameters and observable 
details. Each band consists of two pieces of iron, now fused by corrosion. 
Measurement of nail securing handle suggests that the wood was at least 5 mm 
thick. Textile, see p. 100 . 

(L). Iron buckle; found in upper fill. 
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GRAVE 20 (Figs. 22 and 77) 

B3; male; femoral fragment. 

A. Iron knife; tip and part of tang missing (not 
illustrated). 

B. Iron spearhead; tip damaged; Swanton Grp. E2 or 
H3. Textile. 

C. Wood fragment with traces of copper alloy (not 
illustrated). 

---t--,A 

Fig. 22. 1:20 

GRAVE 21 (Figs. 23 and 77) 

A 

Et -----+--Ei-ii 

.. ---+-Fi-ii 

--=------t-Gi-ii 
---+--B 

• 0 i- X ii 
-...!...---f1''".----+- H 

Fig. 23. 1:20 

repousse decoration. 

B2; female; skull and teeth; west end disturbed by removal 
of tree roots. 

A. Iron buckle. Textile. 
B. Copper alloy cast annular brooch; shallow grooves 

between groups of incised lines and punched decoration. 
Textile. 

C. Silver sheet disc, 'shield' pendant; loop missing; 
punched decoration. Textile. 

Di-xii. Thirty eight beads. 
i. Twelve amber. 
ii. One blue. 
iii, One dark blue. 
iv. One straw-coloured translucent section of a segmented 

bead, 
v. Two white . 
vi. One white and green. 
vii. Two blue translucent. 
viii. Three blue. 
ix. Three red . 
x. Six green. 
xi. Four red and yellow. 
xii. Two dark yellowish-green. 
Ei, Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook-plate; faint 

Eii. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp eye-plate; faint decoration; organic 
material ? leather on back. 

I 
Fi. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook-plate; repousse decoration; one attachment 

hole. Textile. 
Fii. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp eye-plate; repousse decoration. Textile. 
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GRA VE 21 (cont. ) 

Gi and ii. Two cast copper alloy rings. Gi shows signs of wear all round circumference 
at two diametrically opposite points; four faint transverse lines above one wear point 
on surface not illustrated. Textile on both. 

H. Copper alloy annular brooch with overlapping ends (see 18A); incised lines and 
punched decoration. Textile. 

GRAVE 22 (Figs. 24, 78-9) 

Fig. 24. 1:20 

A2; male; femoral fragments; cut by quarry. 

A. Copper alloy buckle with punched decoration, and part of 
copper alloy sheet buckle plate with three rivet holes. 
Textile. 

B. Iron buckle. 
C. Iron knife. 
Di-v. Remains of U-shaped wooden object with copper alloy 

fittings, interpreted as a lyre. See p. 87-97 for full 
discussion. 
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GRAVE 26 (Figs. 25, 80 and Plate II) 

Fig. 25. 1:20 

GRAVE 27 (Figs. 26 and 86) 

• . :::.: I 

._::: t .. ·· 

·· .. . 

... 

• ·· /-··. 
-------lr-B 

• ,, 
.... ·.: / 

Fig. 26. 1:20 

C3; male; teeth near spearhead, no surv1vmg 
bone; organic stain of ?wood around shield 
boss Ai; small recess at west end of grave 
contained spearhead H. 
Ai. Iron shield boss; five iron studs each with 

soldered copper alloy caps; remains of 
wood on back of flange. Textile. 

Aii. Iron shield grip; stud at each end. Textile. 
B and C. A pair of copper alloy cast shield 

mounts, each in the form of a beaked 
quadruped; flat surface tinned or silvered, 
edge and all hollows on front are gilded; 
mirror images but differing in minor 
details. B has one iron and one renewed 
copper alloy rivet with wood adhering; C 
has one original copper alloy rivet behind 
head and one secondary iron rivet. 
Textile on both. 

D. Decorated copper alloy mount; found with 
leather beneath. Textile. 

E. Iron knife; traces of wood on tang. Textile, 
F. Copper alloy sheet on remains of leather; 

three holes, one with rivet. Textile. 
G. Copper alloy sheet buckle plate with 

remains of iron buckle loop and pin; 
remains of iron rivet. Textile. 

H. Iron spearhead; tip of blade missing; 
Swanton Grp. H2. Textile. 

D3; male; cranial, femoral and tibial fragments; 
dark stains on floor on south and west sides 
representing ? coffin or bier. 

A. Fragment of copper alloy strip with part of a 
hole (not illustrated). Textile • 

Band C. Fragments of copper alloy sheet with 
charcoal (not illustrated). Found 2-3 ems 
deeper than rest of objects. 

D. Three joining rimsherds of pottery; medium 
hard, grass tempered and very sparse white 
inclusions; core and interior dark grey, 
exterior mottled dark grey, buff and orange
buff. Found in upper fill. 

E. Iron knife. Textile. 
F. Iron spearhead; edges eroded; probably one of 

Swanton Grps. C or D. Textile. 
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GRAVE 28 

D4; probably child; no surviving bone; no finds. Grave: axis W to E; dimensions 
L. 65 cm, W. 40 cm. 

GRAVE 32 (Figs. 27 and 86) 

! 
a 

Fig.27. 1:20 

C2; sex uncertain; femoral and tibial fragments. 

A. Iron knife. Textile. 
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GRAVES 29, 34, 35 (Figs. 28-31 and 81-5) 

It is quite likely that this complex contains four rather than three graves, but the 
original attributions and lettering have been retained for convenience. 

Wrist-clasps 29/34 Ai-ii were recovered from the upper fill in the northern half of 
the complex. The similarity of wrist-clasps 29/34 Ai and 35F suggests that grave 35 
was disturbed by grave 34. It is likely that grave 35 disturbed another, unnumbered, 
grave to the south which originally contained 35 Ai-ii , B, C, 29/34 Ai, 35F and G. 35F 
and G were recovered from the upper fill of the grave. 

• 

• 

35 

I 
"" .. w'• •• 

34 

• • 
• 

CD··::ID .. .. 
:: .. .. .. 
!.:. 

• 

'¥ • 

29 

. ""' .. ·····:::(!) . .... 

. 

Fig. 28. Composite plan of graves 29, 34 and 35. 1:20. 
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GRAVE 29 (Figs. 29 and 81-2) 

(35) (31.) 29 

r-----t--.A 
Bi-viii .. ( 

'•::·· 

9- • -----+-0 
E 

---------+--Fi 
-----:...-----+-Fii 

Fig. 29. 1:20 

D4; female; teeth and femoral fragments; uncertain relationship with grave 34. 

A. Copper alloy sheet annular brooch; punched decoration. Textile. 
Bi-viii. Fifty eight beads. 
i. Forty five amber, varying sizes. 
ii. One yellow. 
iii. Seven blue. 
iv. One blue, possibly originally with marvered trail and spots in another colour. 
v. One red. 
vi. One straw-coloured translucent. 
vii. One yellowish-green. 
viii. One yellowish- green. 
C. Copper alloy sheet annular brooch; punched decoration; pair to A. Textile. 
D. Copper alloy plate with stud with tinned or silvered head. Textile. 
E. Iron buckle. Textile. 
Fi. Iron buckle and plate with one rivet. Textile. 
Fii. Iron fragment; found attached to Fi, perhaps the er.d of a strap passing through the 

buckle. 
G. Cast copper alloy ring. Textile, see p. 100. 
Hi. Copper alloy buckle; iron pin, two iron rivets and one rivet hole; punched decoration. 
Hii. Copper alloy sheet; two attachment holes; punched decoration. cf. Hi. 
Hiii.Copper alloy sheet; one iron rivet. 
Hiv. Copper alloy sheet; one iron rivet; part of one attachment hole. 
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GRAVE 29 (cont. ) 

Hv. Iron key with twisted stem and iron suspension loop; found adhering to Hvi. 
Hvi and Hvii. Copper alloy girdle hangers with punched decoration, incised lines, and 

ribbed mouldings; loops with pins. 
Hviii. Iron key with loop and horizontally projecting ward. 
Hix and Hx. Iron keys with loops containing parts of iron suspension ring; found 

adhering to each other. 
Hxi. Cast copper alloy ring with traces of iron. 
Hxii. Iron strike-a-light or purse mount with projection on one side. 
Hxiii. Copper alloy sheet tag-ends; five plates, including two with punched decoration, 

one with remains of iron rivet and one with rivet hole; these represent at least 
three tag ends. 
Textile on all objects in H, but most too fragmentary to describe, see p. 100. 

J. Potsherds; seven sherds; medium soft with sparse white inclusions and mica; 
black; surfaces carefully smoothed (not illustrated). 

(GRAVE 32, see p. 23 ) 

GRAVE 34 (Figs. 30 and 83-4) 

(35) 34 (29) 

r-------------------+---6 
• • · --------------+ - 0 

'----------------+---( 
t -----------------+---M i-ii 

F 
:: Gi 

.. -----------------+--Hi -xii .. .. 
-----------------+--

& t --------------------+---K 

- -------------------+---A i-xii 

Fig. 30. 1:20 

C4; female; mandible and femoral fragments; organic material around Ai-xii; uncertain 
relationship with graves 29 and 35, but possibly later than latter, see p. 24. 
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GRAVE 34 (cont. ) 

Ai -v. Copper alloy sheet tag-ends; five plates; three (Ai -iii) with punched and incised 
decoration; copper alloy rivets. 

Avi. Two iron keys with loops and suspension ring; broken and fused together by 
corrosion. 

Avii. Iron knife; remains of wood on tang. 
Aviii. Parts of iron ring. 
Aix. Bent copper alloy sheet. 
Ax-xii. Copper alloy sheet fragments with rivets; none apparently joining. 

Textile on all objects, but most too fragmentary to describe, see p. 100. 
B. Three links of iron chain. Textile. 
C. Fragment of blue glass vessel; from centre of base of square bottle with a faint 

moulded base marking partly obscured by a pontil mark; £. A. D. 70-130. 
(Inf. Miss. D. Charlesworth). 

D. Fragments of copper alloy sheet with wood adhering; one piece bent (illustrated; 
remainder not illustrated). Textile. 

E and F. Pair of copper alloy annular brooches; iron pins; incised decoration. 
Textile, see p. 100. 

Gi. Nine copper alloy 'bucket' beads; formed of three pieces of metal- base, sides and 
loop, all probably soldered together; upper part of loop missing in all cases. 
Textile. 

(Gii).Two fragments of probable large iron 2.!!!_ (not illustrated). Textile. 
(Giii). Two pieces of copper alloy sheet joined by iron corrosion; possibly spangles from 

head of Gii (not illustrated). 
Hi-xii. 186 beads. 
i. 150 amber, varying sizes. 
ii. Three green translucent. 
iii. Two green translucent. 
iv. Two red. 
v. Six blue. 
vi. Six colourless translucent, sections of segmented bead(s ); it is possible that five 

were deliberately smoothed at the fracture. 
vii. Ten yellow. 
viii. One white and blue with red swirl. 
ix. One red and yellow. 
x. Two large crystal. 
xi. Two white; one perhaps has swirl of blue. 
xii. Fragments of blue cylindrical bead (not illustrated). 
J. Iron strip with rivet. Textile. 
K. Iron strip with two rivets. Textile, see p. 100. 
L. Iron buckle; pin missing. Textile, see p. 100. 
Mi. Copper alloy sheet with nine holes surviving; perhaps buckle plate cf. 22A. Textile. 
Mii. Copper alloy rivet. 
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GRAVE 35 (Figs. 31 and 84-5) 

35 (34) (29) 

\ .,...N 

Cl) G 

• J 

' F 
Cl) ••• 
t .. :·. :CD [ 

H i-viii 

• A i-ii 

8 

( 

Fig. 31. 1:20 

C4; female; no surviving bone; deeper than graves 29 and 34 and possibly earlier than 
latter, see p. 24. 

Ai and ii. Two copper alloy sheet fragments, ?tag-end; Ai has incised decoration. 
Textile. 

B. Lower part of EQ!; medium hard, profuse angular grits; dark grey, exterior mottled 
dark grey, buff and brown; one carbonised cereal grain from within body. 

C. Pot, almost' complete; medium soft, profuse cavities showing inclusions leached out, 
sparse white inclusions in core; interior mid-grey, core light grey with red layers 
immediately below surfaces, exterior of rim and lower part of body dark grey, 
exterior of upper part of body orange-buff; two surviving applied bosses pierced by 
horizontal holes. 

D. Copper alloy annular brooch, with overlapping ends held together with iron rivet, 
(see 18A); decorated with incised lines; pin missing. Textile. 

E. Copper alloy annular brooch with overlapping ends perhaps soldered together, (see 
18A); pin missing. Textile. 

F. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp; repousse and punched decoration; cf. 29 / 34 Ai. 
Textile, seep. 100-1. 

G. Copper alloy cast annular brooch; incised and punched decoration; remains of iron 
pin. Textile. 

Hi-viii. Forty six beads. 
i. Twenty five amber, varying sizes. 
ii. Ten yellow. 
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GRAVE 35 (cont. ) 

Hiii.One colourless translucent, and three segments probably of a second bead. 
i v. One large chalk. 
v. Three white. 
vi. Two blue. 
vii. Two yellowish-green. 
viii. One red. 
J. Copper alloy sheet folded around wood fragment; two copper alloy rivets. Textile. 

Objects from upper fill of graves 29 and 34 (Fig. 85) 

(Ai).Copper alloy sheet wrist::-clasp hook-plate; repouss'e and punched decoration. Not 
a pair to Aii. 

(Aii). Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp fragment; repousse decoration; one attachment 
hole. Not a pair to Ai. 

GRAVE 37 

=-N 

(Figs. 32, 86-7) 

. 
B ··· .. A 
D 

E i-i i 

4i Fi-ii 

-ii 
J i-ii 

Fig. 32, 1:20 

D2; female; no surviving bone. 

A. Copper alloy cruciform brooch; Aberg 
Grp. II; remains of iron spring and pin; 
nostrils of animal head represented by 
simple rounded terminal of foot, which has 

B . 
c. 

D. 
Ei. 

remains of a terminal loop. Textile, 
seep. 101. 
Iron ring, ? annular brooch. 
Iron annular brooch; broken but complete, 
part found under A. Textile, see p. 101. 
Twenty amber beads, varying sizes. 
Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook-plate; 
sheet hook soldered to plate; two attach
ment holes. 

Eii. Copper alloy cast wrist-clasp eye-plate; 
ridge and groove decoration, traces of 
gilding; two attachment holes. 
Textile found with E, see p. 101. 

Fi and ii. Copper alloy cast wrisL-da::;p hook
and eye - plates, similar to Eii, Fii with 
three attachment holes and replacement 
'eye' made by three linking holes; remains 
of applied plates on lobes. Traces of 
replacement hook on hook-plate. Found 
with organic material ? leather. 

G. Iron knife; tip missing; traces of wood on 
tang and adjacent part of blade. Textile, 
see p. 101. 

Hi. Copper alloy sheet tag-end plate; punched decoration; copper alloy rivet. Textile. 
Hii. Copper alloy sheet fragments, ?tag-end (not illustrated). 
Ji. Copper alloy ring; beading around outer edge. 
Jii. Iron buckle with part of copper alloy sheet buckle plate. Textile, see p. 101. 
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GRAVE 38 (Figs. 33 and 87) 

-N 
52 

38 

A 

Bergh Apton 

Cl; sex uncertain; no surviving bone; shape 
suggests two graves; cut by grave 52. 

A. Pot, sherds of base and wall; medium hard, 
very sparse white inclusions; interior buff, 
core mid-grey, exterior mottled dark grey 
and buff (not illustrated). 

B. Two yellow beads, 

'• B 

Fig. 33. 1:20 

GRAVE 40 (Figs. 34 and 87) 

""N 

....t---+--A 
---+--B 

Fig. 1:20 

D5; perhaps male; femoral fragment; upper fill and 
east end disturbed by tree. 

A. Iron buckle. Textile, see p. 101. 
B. Iron knife; traces of wood on tang. Textile, 

see p. 101. 
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GRAVE 41 (Figs. 35 and 87) 

""N 

E4; male; no surviving bone, but stains of organic material 
on grave bottom. 

A. Iron knife; tang and part of blade missing. Textile. 

B 

B. Iron spearhead; blade apparently complete; Swanton 
Grp. D3. Found high in grave. Textile. 

- A 

Fig. 35. 1:20 

GRAVE 42 (Figs. 36 and 88-9) 

_....----+--Bi-iii 

_-
.···· :· 
; • ----t--Ei-iii .. .. .... 

'--------+--F 

L 
Hi-xii 

. G , .. 

E4; female; tooth; organic material around F, G 
and Hi-xii. 

A and Bi. Pair of copper alloy annular brooches 
with incised lines; both made from strip 
hammered into circle, with overlapping ends, 
on A held together by iron pin and on Bi by 
copper alloy rivet. ·Textile on both, for Bi 
see p. 101. 

Bii. Two copper alloy spangles with remains of iron 
ring or loop; probably part of Biii. 

Biii.Iron E.!E.; both ends missing. Bii probably 
belongs. Textile. 

C. Iron plate with central hole. Textile. 
D. Iron buckle. Textile. 
Ei -iii. Thirty eight beads. 
i, Thirty six amber, varying sizes. 
ii. One very dark blue and yellow. 
iii. Fragments of one green translucent (not 

illustrated). 
F. Fragment of wood and copper alloy sheet (not 

illustrated), 
G. Iron knife. Found with H. Textile. 
Hi. Three iron keys on iron ring; each with twisted 

stem. 
Hii. Copper alloy ? buckle plate; sheet folded around 

organic material ?leather and held with two 
copper alloy rivets; remains of iron pin, probably of buckle. 

Fig. 36. 1:20 

Hiii. Two fragmentary copper alloy sheets held together by two copper alloy rivets; 
punched decoration on one sheet. 

Hiv-viii. Three copper alloy sheet tag-ends; one complete, two have lost most of one 
plate; rivets of rolled copper alloy sheet; decoration of incised lines. 
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GRAVE 42 (cont. ) 

Hix and x. Two fragments of copper alloy sheet, Hix with remains of rolled copper alloy 
sheet rivet; probably tag-ends; may be part of same tag-end, but are not part of 
iv-viii. 

Hxi. Iron ring of uncertain section. 
Hxii. Iron E.!£. 

Textile on all these, and some leather, some described p. 101-2. 
Ji. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp ?hook-plate fragment; two surviving attachment 

holes; gilding, repousse and punched decoration; pair to Jii. 
Jii. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp eye-plate fragment; gilding, repousse and punched 

decoration; pair to Ji. 
Textile with J, see p. 102. 

Ki. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp ?hook-plate fragment; gilding, repousse and 
punched decoration; pair to Kii. 

Kii. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp eye-plate; two surviving attachment holes; gilding, 
repousse and two types of punched decoration; pair to Ki. 
Textile with K. 

L. Copper alloy tube with iron core; traces of gilding; moulded decoration; iron pin 
through mouth. Textile. 

GRAVE 43 (Fig. 37) 

+------------+--A 

I 

Fig.37. 1:20 

D3; sex uncertain; skull and long bone fragment. 

A. Fleck of copper alloy ? sheet (not illustrated). 
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GRAVE 44 (Figs. 38 and 89) 

-+-----N 

--------;,----- H 

-----------+--Ki-viii 
• J 

(11:-:CD 
'-------+---L 

CI--------+--Di-ii 
--------+--( 

-----l-E 

'--------r- A 

Fig. 38. 1:20 

i. Two green and yellow. 
ii. One yellow. 
iii. One straw-coloured translucent. 
iv. One white. 
v. One light blue. 
vi. Five yellow. 
vii. One white, green and red. 

E3; female; teeth found near F, ulna or radius 
fragment. 

A. Copper alloy stud; fine transverse scratching 
and ? solder on head. Textile. 

B. Iron buckle. Textile. 
C. Copper alloy stud; remains of sheet silver 

attached to head with solder. Textile. 
Di and ii. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook

and eye-plate fragments; repousse and 
punched decoration. 

E. .l<'ragments of copper alloy sheet, ?wrist
clasp (not illustrated). 

F. Pot, complete but base disintegrated; medium 
soft, sparse white inclusions; interior and 
core dark grey, exterior mottled dark grey 
and orange-brown; found lying on its side, 
high up in fill. 

G. Iron buckle fragment (not illustrated). Textile. 
H. Copper alloy annular brooch, with overlapping 

ends (see 18A); iron pin. Textile. 
J. Fragments of copper alloy spangles with 

remains of iron loop; found with minute 
fragment of iron ?pin (pin not illustrated). 
Textile. 

Ki -viii. Thirteen beads. 

viii. Upper part of handle of Romano-British vessel in translucent green glass, re-used 
as bead; second to third century A. D. (Inf. Miss. D. Charlesworth). 

L. Copper alloy annular brooch; traces of iron pin; punched decoration. Textile. 
M. Fragments of copper alloy sheet strips with tinning or silvering; ?tag-end(s) 

(not illustrated). Textile. 



GRAVE 45 (Figs. 39 and 90) 

ro llt-----+-Ei-i i 
u il-- -+---

Be rgh Apton 

D1; female; bone fragments, tooth with ring C, also 
stains in grave bottom; organic material around 
wrist-clasp Ei-ii; and around Gi-viii. 

A. Copper alloy annular brooch; overlapping ends, 
see grave 18A, held together by solde r and the 
copper alloy pin; decorated with incised lines. 
Textile. 

B. Copper alloy cast annular brooch with copper alloy 
pin; incised lines and punched decoration. Textile. 

C. Copper alloy cast ring. Textile. 
Di-viii. Thirty two beads. 

- - --1--Gi-viii i. Twenty amber, varying sizes. 

Fig. 39. 1:20 

Gii. Iron ring and iron key. 

ii. Two yellow. 
iii. Two red, 
iv. Two red and yellow. 
v. One very dark blue and white. 
vi. Two white. 
vii. Two green. 
viii. One colourless translucent. 
Ei and ii. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook- and 

eye-plate fragments; repousse and punched 
decoration; Ei with one and Eii with two surviving 
attachment holes. Textile. 

F. Iron buckle and buckle plate. Textile. 
Gi. Iron knife; traces of wood on remaining fragment 

of tang. 

Giii.Copper alloy girdle hanger with punched decoration; fragment of iron attachment 
ring (not illustrated) was visible before conser vation. 

Giv and v. Two copper alloy sheet strips, each with two iron rivets. 
Gvi. Copper alloy bent sheet strip; ? loop. 
Gvii. Copper alloy rivet. 
Gviii. Two thin iron rods, one tapering, and one thin copper alloy rod, partly enclosed 

by fragments of curved copper alloy sheet, ? remains of tube. Found attached to Giii. 
(Not illustrated). Textile on most pieces , see p. 102. 

GRAVE 47 (Figs. 40 and 85) 

--\---,A 

...,___----\--0 

Fig. 40. 1:20 

C6; possibly male; no surviving bone; organic material 
around C. 

A. Upper part very fragmentary; soft, very friable, 
profuse white inclusions; surfaces dark gr ey, core 
orange towards exterior, pur ple-brown towards interior; 
probably four bosses, pushed out, at least two with 
reinforcement of clay on interior. Found at higher level 
than other objects. 

B. Iron knife; traces of wood on tang and adjacent part of 
olade. Textile. 

C. Mass of organic material containing copper alloy 
fragments, ?buckle (not illustrated). 

D. Iron ferrule. Textile. 
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GRAVE 50 (Figs. 41 and 91) 

+----N E2; male; no surviving bone. 

A. Iron spearhead; Swanton Grp. Cl. Textile. 
B. Copper alloy sheet fragments attached to oval 

piece of wood by rivets of rolled copper alloy 
--------1--B sheet. Textile. 

"""' ---+--V 

I •·---____JI---o 

Fig. 41. 1:20 

GRAVE 51 (Figs. 42 and 91) 

C. Copper alloy necklet. The major arc consists 
of one strip with an eye at each end. One end 
of the short bar iB hooked into an eye. The 
other, looped end, was probably fastened into 
the other eye. The three small holes at the 
broadest part of the necklet probably held 
decorative studs, small rings or spangles; on 
the reverse there is a small circular mark 
around each nole, perhaps for a washer, which 
suggest decorative studs. Textile. 

D. Iron knife. Textile, see p. 102. 
E. Small oval iron buckle with fragments of copper 

alloy sheet buckle plate (not illustrated). 
Textile, see p. 102. 

D1; sex unknown; no surviving bone; shallow grave. 

A. Iron socketed object, ?ferrule; both ends missing. 
Textile. 

Fig. 42. 1:20 
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GRAVE 52/53 (Figs. 43-4 and 91) 

I 

/ 
53 

I •N/ 
edge . 

of quarrv 
52 

/ 

Fig. 43. 1:20 

/ 

/ 

Bergh Apton 

/ 
53 / 

-+--_,,__,_N / 

/ 
of quarry 

1--+-A 
52 

Fig. 44. 1:20 

CO; one grave probably male, other sex unknown; fragments of bone in 52; both graves 
partly destroyed by quarry; spearhead A in upper fill at point where the two graves 
intersect; grave 52 cuts grave 38 and is probably cut by grave 53. 

A. Iron spearhead, tip missing; Swanton Grp. E2 or H2. Textile. 
(B). Flint end scraper with lateral retouch on patinated grey blade. From upper fill; as 

the cemetery is cut through a prehistoric site, its inclusion in the grave fill is 
probably fortuitous. 
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GRAVE 54 (Figs.45, 92 and Plate Ill) 

E3; female; ulna fragment; organic material 
...4----'3--N around H. 

B 
( 

•• Mi-iii 
D 
F 
E 
G 
H 

l J 
K 

0 L 
A 

Fig. 45. 1:20 

A. 
B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

Iron knife; traces of wood on tang. Textile. 
Copper alloy annular brooch; incised and 
punched decoration; remains of iron pin. Textile. 
Part of probable large iron ?pin; one end 
missing. Textile. 
Copper alloy annular brooch; incised and 
punched decoration; similar, but not a pair to 
54B; iron pin. Textile. 
Copper alloy plate with remains of gilding and 
zoomorphic decoration; traces of ?solder 
particularly on spatulate end suggesting the 
possibility of originally applied decorative 
plate; drilled holes, three iron rivets and 
traces of solder on back suggest secondary use 
or repair, central hole may be original. 

F. Iron buckle. Textile. 
G. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp ? eye-plate; 

repousse decoration, cf. J and K. Textile. 
H. Organic material containing fragments of copper 

alloy sheet with repousse decoration; ?wrist
clasp eye-plate (not illustrated). 

J. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook-plate; 
repousse decoration, cf. G and K; one attach
ment hole. Textile. 

K. Copper alloy sheet wrist-clasp hook-plate; repousse decoration, cf. G and J. 
Textile. 

L. Cast copper alloy ring. Textile. 
Mi-iii. Twenty nine beads. 
i. Twenty six amber, varying sizes. 
ii. Two blue. 
iii. One green translucent. 
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GRAVE 55 (Figs. 46 and 92) 

=-N 
D1; perhaps female; no surviving bone; east 
end disturbed by removal of tree roots. 

A. Pot; medium soft, very sparse white 
inclusions; surfaces dark grey, core mid
grey with thin red layers immediately below 
surfaces; decorated with three stamps, 
incised and slashed lines. 

CJ) ----+--B B. Copper alloy cast annular brooch; shallow 
grooves between pairs of incised lines; 
remains of iron pin. Textile, see p. 102. 

Fig. 46. 1:20 

GRAVE 56 (Figs. 47 and 93) 

""'N 
56 

,•":' \ .. 

Fig. 47. 1:20 

D1; perhaps female; no surviving bone; very shallow; cut 
by grave 57. 
Ai-vii. Thirty four beads. 
i. Ten amber, varying sizes. 
ii. One white and blue. 
iii. Three white opaque, originally apparently decorated 

with a marvered trail, but only the hollow for this 
survives • 

iv. Seven white opaque with red spots and hollow for 
?marvered trail , cf. Aiii. 

v. Two white and red. 
vi. Eight white and red. 
vii. Three white. 
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GRAVE 57 

Dl; possibly child; no surviving bone; cuts grave 56; no finds. Grave: axis W to E, 
dimensions L. 87 cm W. 40 cm. 

GRAVE 58 

DO; s ex unknown; no surviving bone; no finds. Grave: axis W to E, dimensions 
L. 1. 70 m W. 60 cm. 

GRAVE 59 

60 

' ' 

\ 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

(Figs.48 and 93) 

o.----+--
. ' Di-ii 

'----t-A 

Fig. 48. 1:20 

GRAVE 60 (Figs. 49 and 93) 

EO; perhaps female; no surviving bone; uncertain 
relationship with grave 60. 

A. Iron knife; tang missing; (n. b. drawn with 
tang to left). Textile. 

C. Copper alloy wire ring. Textile. 
Di-ii. Four beads. 
i. Two blue and white; stuck together. 
ii . Two yellow. 

EO; pe rhaps child; no surviving bone; uncertain relationship 

59 

\ 

I 

I 
I 
\ 

• ' • I - -- -
A 
B 

( 

Fig. -19. 1:20 

with grave 59. 

A. 
B. 

Iron fragment (not illustrated). Textile. 
Fragment of copper alloy sheet; tinned or silvered; 
r epousse and punched decoration; ? 'shield' pendant 
fragment. Textile. 
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GRAVE 61 (Figs. 50 and 93) 

EO; perhaps child; no surviving bone. 

A. Iron knife; parts of blade missing. Textile. 
B. Iron buckle. Textile. 

Fig. 50. 1:20 

GRAVE 62 (Figs. 51 and 94) 

I 
I 

/ 

I 

.,-----,.;-.--+---0 . 
••• . .·.. .. A 

: - .... 

,.,.-----, 

'----,. 
63 

Fig. 51. 1:20 

El; probably female; no surviving bone; dark stains 
on base of grave at north and west edges, possibly of 
carbonised wood; two large Hints at west end; 
relationship with grave 63 uncertain, but shallower. 

A. Iron ?pin fragments, probably associated with 
Bi -ii. 

Bi. Copper alloy sheet fragment, ? spangle; tinned 
or silvered, punched and incised decoration with 
trace of one hole. 

Bii. Copper alloy sheet fragment; ? spangle; remains 
of gilding, incised decoration with trace of one 
hole; stained with iron corrosion. Both these 
are probably from A. 
Textile with B. 

C. Blue and white bead. 
D. Amber bead. 
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GRAVE 63 

,. ----
76 

(Figs. 52 and 94) 

Fig. 52. 1:20 

El; sex uncertain; no surviving bone; uncertain 
relationship with grave 62; cut by grave 76. 

A. Iron object of uncertain section; ? both ends missing. 
Textile. 

B. Iron knife; tang missing. Textile. 
C. Iron buckle; pin missing. Textile. 

GRAVE 64 (Figs. 53, 94-5 and Plate I) 

A 

B 
( i-iii 
E 

D 
Fi-ii 

.. G 

H 

Fig. 53. 1:20 

E2; female; no surviving bone; grave contents might 
have been disturbed. 

A. Gilded copper alloy sguare -headed brooch with 
remains of iron pin in open position; Leeds Type Bi. 
Head-plate with punched double V's and circlets on 
outer border; lozenge-shaped upper corners 
covered with damaged silver sheet; lower corners 
with zoomorphic motifs; scroll designs on interior 
border between small faceted rectangles; mask in 
centre of lower border; vertical bars in central 
panel. Bow with wide deep grooves and double incised 
lines on central rib. Foot-plate with biting heads in 
openwork and mask at top of median rib; two zones of 
scrollwork around faceted triangles; three lobes 
covered with silver sheet; three circular 
excrescences on either side of foot-plate with deeply 
depressed centres, one with a hole through. Found 
face down. Textile. 

B. Fragments of copper alloy sheet annular brooch; 
punched decoration. Textile. 

Ci -iii. Nine beads. 
i. Five amber. 
ii. One straw-coloured translucent. 
iii. Three blue. 

D. Iron buckle; pin missing. Textile, see p. 102. 
E. Copper alloy stud; remains of tinning or silvering on head. Textile. 
Fi and ii. Copper alloy cast wrist-clasp hook- and eye-plates; cast, incised and open

work decoration. Gilding remains in the grooves; it looks as though very thin 
gilded copper sheet has been placed in the grooves, thus contrasting these with the 
flat surfaces. Pair to G and H. Decoration on central panel of Fi cf. central panel 
of head-plate of brooch A. Textile on both, see p. 102. 
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G and H. Copper alloy cast wrist-clasp eye- and hook-plates, pair to Fi-ii. Textile 
on G, see p. 102. 

J. Iron knife; tip of blade and part of tang missing. 

GRAVE 65 (Figs. 54 and 95-6) 

+-----+--A 

G) .... ( 

B 
D ... Li·xviii ·· .. -:. M 

Ei-ii 
:z #> F - G 

Oo H f K 

Fig. 54, 1:20 

D2; female; teeth and a few fragments of bone ; 
shape and position of grave goods suggest two 
graves, perhaps woman and child? 

A. Copper alloy sheet folded around fragment of 
wood; two copper alloy rivets. Textile. 

B and C. Pair of copper alloy ? cast annular 
brooches; punched decoration; both with 
remains of iron pins. Textile on both, 
seep. 102. 

D and M. Large iron pin; two joining fragments; 
head with ribbed decoration. Textile, 
seep. 103. 

Ei and Eii. Copper alloy cast wrist-clasp hook
and eye-plates; cast and punched decoration; 
remains of gilding in grooves and on flat 
surface around attachment holes; five of the 
six flat panels along the joining edges have 
remains of tinning or silvering; both with two 
attachment holes; pair to F and G. Textile, 
see p. 103. 

F and G. Copper alloy cast wrist-clasp eye- and 
hook-plates; cast and punched decoration; 
both with two attachment holes. Pair to E. 
Textile. 

H. Iron ring. Textile, seep. 103. 
J. Copper alloy finger ring. Textile. 
K. Iron knife. Textile, see p. 103. 
Li -xviii. Sixty two beads. 

i. Twenty nine amber, varying sizes. 
ii. Two yellow. 
iii. One white and red, 
iv. Eight blue. 
v. Two green translucent. 
vi, One red, green and yellow. 
vii. Six red. 
viii. Two blue segmented, one with two segments one with three. 
ix. One green. 
x. One red, yellow and white. 
xi. One red, white and yellow. 
xii. Two yellow and red. 
xiii. One red, white and yellow. 
xiv. One red and yellow. 
xv. Three green. 
xvi. One yellow. 
xvii,One large blue segmented. 
xviii. One red, white and green. 
N. Flint scraper from upper fill (not illustrated). 
0. Flint flake from upper fill (not illustrated). 
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GRAVE 66 (Figs. 55 and 96-7) 

>N 

-----l--H 

• • B 
A 

(!) Gi-ii 

• • • E 

0 
( 

Fig. 55. 1:20 

FO; male; no surviving bone; shallow grave. 

A, B, C and D. Four iron shield studs; A and B with traces 
of wood. Textile on all. 

E. Iron shield stud. Textile. 
F. Iron knife; traces of wood on tang and blade. Textile. 
Gi. Iron shield boss. Textile. 
Gii. Iron shield grip; long edges slightly upturned with wood 

fragments inside; two studs; set at right angle to grain 
of wood of main shield. Textile. 

(Giii ). Fragments of two studs, similar to E (not illustrated). 
H. Iron spearhead; probably Swanton Grp. E2, but not with 

lozengiform sectioned blade. Displaced during surface 
clearance. Textile. 
Studs A and C have impressions of bracken fronds 
(Pteridium aquilinum (L) Kuhn) on their upper surfaces, 
and the remaining studs have impressions of indetermin
ate plant material. 
The wood attached to the undersides of these studs 
closely resembles lime (Tilia sp. ) in transverse section, 
but clear longitudinal sections to confirm this identifica
tion could not be obtained. 

GRAVE 67 (Figs. 56 and 97) 

-edge of quarry 

·---------- -

t A 

Fig. 56. 1:20 

DO; child; teeth caps but no surviving bone; rectangle of 
pea-gravel suggests grave more or less complete although 
on quarry edge. 

A. Large iron broken; both ends missing. 
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GRAVE 68 (Figs. 57 and 97) 

-N 

A 

Fig.57. 1:20 

E4; probably child; no surviving bone; very shallow. 

A. Pot, incomplete; medium soft, extremely friable, profu se 
white inclusions; interior and core dark grey, exterior 
light reddish grey. 

GRAVE 69 (Figs. 58 and 97) 

D4; probably child; no surviving bone. 

A. Copper alloy folded sheet with iron rivet and traces of 
iron bar; ? buckle plate and remains of iron buckle. 

• -----\--B B. Curved iron fragment, either rod or ring. 

Fig. 58. 1:20 
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GRAVE 70 (Figs. 59 and 98) 

-+----N 

<1>. ••••• 

'------1---B 

Ci-ii 

&t Ei-ii 

r,? 

Fig. 59. 1:20 

F. Iron ring; uncertain section. Textile. 
G. Iron knife. Textile. 
Hi-iii. Thirty two beads. 
i. Five amber. 
ii. Twenty green. 
iii. Seven blue. 

45 

D2; female; no surviving bone; it is 
possible that the small feature at the south 
east corner was a child's grave, if so its 
relationship is unknown. 

A. Copper alloy annular brooch with 
overlapping ends, see grave 18A; 
incised decoration. Textile. 

B. Copper alloy sheet annular brooch; 
punched decoration. Textile. 

Ci. Pot, more or less complete; medium 
hard, profuse white and red 
inclusions; interior buff towards 
base, dark grey towards rim, core 
and exterior dark grey with thin red 
layer immediately below surface; 
both surfaces carefully smoothed. 

Cii. Part of rim and wall hard, 
profuse white and red inclusions and 
a little mica; interior and core dark 
grey, exterior burnished to black. 

Di and ii. Copper alloy wrist-clasp hook
and eye -plates; sheet with cast 
tinned or silvered bars; punched and 
incised decoration; two and one 
surviving attachment holes. Textile. 

Ei and ii. Copper alloy wrist-clasp hook
and eye-plates; pair to Di-ii. Textile. 



GRAVE 71 (Figs. 60 and 98) 
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Fig. 60, 1:20 
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Bergh Apton 

D2; male; skull, femoral and tibial 
fragments; rectangular area of fine 
dark soil probably representing 
remains of wooden structure. Ai and 
ii perhaps come from this, Aii was 
found at edge of dark soil just below 
its top, Ai found at base of grave. 

Ai and ii. Iron fragments, ?nails 
(not illustrated). 

D. Iron spearhead; Swanton Grp. E2. 
Textile. Found on thin lens of 
gravel over dark soil. 

E. Iron knife. Textile, see p. 103. 
F. Copper alloy stud with solid 

domed head. Textile. 
G. Part of copper alloy sheet 

buckle plate, with traces of iron 
bar and pin of buckle, and rivet 
hole. Textile, see p. 103. 

H. Minute fragments of copper alloy 
sheet (not illustrated) . 

J. Copper alloy fragment (not 
illustrated). Textile . 

K. Iron fragment, ? brooch spring. 
Textile. 
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GRAVE 73 (Figs. 61 and 99) 

®--+-Ai-ii 

• ---+--Bi-ii 

Fig. 61. 1:20 

E2; male; no surviving bone. 

Ai. Iron shield boss (not illustrated). 
Aii. Part of iron shield grip with upturned edges; 

replaced leather strip along length of hollow and 
fragments of wood; remains of two transverse 
strips on flat surface of grip. This suggests that 
one end of leather strip was placed in hollow of 
grip and jammed in position by wooden bar; metal 
and wood were then bound with IP.ather. 
Textile on A, see p. 103. 

Bi. Iron fragment of uncertain section; ?knife. 
Textile. 

Bii. Iron stud. Textile. 
(C). Potsherd; medium soft, profuse angular white 

? flint inclusions; interior grey, core grey 
towards interior and red towards exterior, 
exterior red; handmade, date uncertain (not 
illustrated). 

GRAVE 74 (Figs. 62 and 99) 

Fig. 62. 1:20 

El; perhaps ehild; no surviving bone. 

A. Iron buckle and buckle-plate. 
B. Iron knife. Textile. 

-1 7 



Bergh Apton 

GRAVE 76 (Figs. 63 and 99) 

E2; perhaps child; no surviving bone ; cuts g rave 6:L 

Fig. 63. 1:20 

A/B. Pair of copper alloy wire rings. Because each ring- is 

fragmentary and some pieces are missing, both re con 
structions are uncertain. At a point whe r e a nar rower 
length of wire has been twisted around it, A is partly 
covered by iron corrosion. 

GRAVE 82 (Figs. 64 and 99) 

"'"N 
D1; perhaps child; no surviving bone; large flint in centre; 
grave goods on ledge. 

-----',---A A. Pot; medium soft with sparse white inclusions; black. 
---T--Bi-iii Bi -iii, Eight beads. 

------.. i. Six amber. 
ii. One blue and white. 
iii, One green. 

\!;7 

Fig. 64. 1:20 

UNASSOCIA TED FINDS (SF 1-16) (Figs_ 100-1) 

Objects 1 to 6 were the finds which led to the recognition of the cemetery. No. 1 was 
recovered from the sand heap in the pit, while 2 to 6 were recove red from the screening 
machine. Objects 15i and 15ii may come from grave 5, 

1, Part of blade of iron spearhead. 
2. Copper alloy cast ring; incised decoration. 
3, Copper alloy cast ring; incised decoration. 
4. Copper alloy cast ring with rounded ridge mouldings between slight swellings. 

cf. 9E. Probably broken in screening machine. 
5, Copper alloy cast ring with alternate rounded mouldings and slight swellings. 
6. Copper alloy girdle hanger; punched decoration. 
7. Part of copper alloy ring; ? date. 
8, Amber bead. 
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UNASSOCIA TED FINDS (cont.) 

!:l. Copper alloy sheet with two copper alloy rivets, perhaps part of buckle plate; 
punched decoration. 

10. Iron knife; tip of blade and part of tang missing. 
11 and 12. Iron rings of un ce rtain section. 
13. Iron socketed fragm ent , probably of spearhead, 
1-1-. Copper alloy c ast buckle and iron loop of buckle plate; incised grooves on either 

s ide of bar ; pin mis s ing . 
15i ii. Copper alloy wrist-clas p hook- and eye-plates; each cast decorated bar riveted 

to sheet. P erhaps disturbed from grave 5, very close match to 5Di and ii, 
16. Fragment of iron buckle plate, and remains of bar and pin of buckle. 

FEATURES OTHER THAN GRAVES (Fig.4) 

DITCH 23, Running north to south across the excavated area; V-section, 90-100 cm 
wide at top, 20 cm deep; grey-brown sandy fill with some gravel; chronological 
relationship with graves 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 37, 64, 65, 70,73 and 76 uncertain, 

POST HOLE 30. B4. 30 cm in diameter, 13 cm deep; grey-brown gravelly fill. 

POST HOLE 31. B3. 50 cm maximum diameter, 10 cm deep; grey-brown gravelly fill. 

POST HOLE 33. B3. 40 cm maximum diameter, 10 cm deep; fill not described. 

PIT 39. C4. Hollow, 80 cm wide, 6 cm deep; very dark grey, compact sooty fill with 
gravel, charcoal flecks, and fragments of calcined flint including one calcined 
worked flake. Nine sherds of soft, flint-gritted pottery, grey core and reddish
brown surfaces; ? Bronze Age. 

PIT 48, C4. Flat-bottomed, 60 cm in diameter, 8 cm deep; grey sandy fill with gravel. 
Sherd of ? Bronze Age pottery cf. sherds from pit 39. 

PIT 49. C5. Flat-bottomed, 50 cm in diameter, 5 cm deep; grey-black sandy fill, 

PIT 77. Fl. Complex feature, originally thought to be four shallow plts; 1. GO m 
NW to SE, and 80 cm NE to SW. Uncertain depth. 

Excavator suggested that this was a glacial feature, but one small sherd of 
?prehistoric flint-gritted pottery found at unrecorded depth, 

?POST HOLE 78. C6. 60 cm maximum diameter, 12 cm deep; greyish-brown loamy 
sand fill with pebbles. 

?POST HOLE 79. C6. 'Similar to 78 but smaller. 8 cm deep.' 

?POST HOLE 80. C6, 'Similar to 78. 10 cm deep. 1 

December 1977 
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Fig. 65. Grave goods from graves 2 and 3. 
Grave 2. Scales: A, Ci and Cii; 1:2. B; 1:3. 

Grave 3. Scales: A, B, Ci-viii; 1:1. 
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Fig. 66. Grave goods from graves 3 (cont.) and 5. 
Grave 3 (cont.). Scales: D and Ei-iii; 1:2. Fi-iv and G/H; 1:1. 

Grave 5. Scales: A, C, Di-ii and E; 1:1. 
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Bergh Apton 

Grave 6 

0 

Fig. 67. Grave goods from grave 6. 
Scales: A, Bi, C and D; 1:1. 
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Fig. 68. Grave goods from graves 6 (cont.), 4 and 7. 
Grave 6 (cont.). Scales: Bii-iii and Eii-iii; 1:1. Ei; 1:2. 

0 

Grave 4. A; 1:3. Grave 7. Scales: Bi, Ci-ii, D and E; 1:1. Gi-iv and F; 1:2. 
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Fig. 69. Grave goods from grave 7 (cont. ). 
Scales: H, Ji-xii, L, M; 1:1. H stamp; 6:1. 
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Fig. 70. Grave goods from grave 8. 
Scales: Ai-ii, Biii-iv, C and G; 1:1. Bi-ii, D and E; 1:2. 
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Fig. 71. Grave goods from graves 9 and 10. 
Grave 9. Scales: A, B, C, F/Gi, F/Gii and E; 1:1. D; 1:2. 

Grave 10. Scales: A; 1:2. C; 1:3. 
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Fig. 72. Grave goods from graves 11 and 12. 
Grave 11. Scales: A, Band Gi-xi; 1:1. C, D, E, F and H; 1:2. 

Grave 12. Scales: Bii, C, D and E; 1:2. 
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Fig. 73. Grave goods from graves 12 (cont.), 13 and 15. 

Be rgh Apton 

-=-= ·&/ 

K 

Grave 12 (cont.). Scales: A, G, H, J and K; 1:2. Li-iii; 1:1. 
Grave 13. Scales: A and B; 1:2. Grave 15. Scales: A; 1:1. C; 1:2. 
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Fig. 74. Grave goods from graves 16, 17 and 18. 
Grave 16. Scales: A and B; 1:2. Grave 17. Scales: A; 1:3. B ; 1:2. 

Grave 18, Scales: A, B and Di-ix; 1:1. 
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Bergh Apton 

Grave 18 (cont.) 

0 -- ' -
E 

Fig. 75. Grave goods from grave 18 (cont.). 
Scales: C and E; 1:1. F and G; 1:2. 
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Fig. 76. Grave goods from grave 19. 
Scales: Ai; 1:1. B, D, E, Fi-ii and L; 1:2. C, H, J and K; 1:4. 
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Fig. 77. Grave goods from graves 20 and 21. 
Grave 20. Scale: B; 1:2. 
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Grave 21. Scales: A; 1:2. B, C, Di-xii, Ei-ii, Fi-ii, Gi-ii and H; 1:1. 
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Fig. 78. Grave goods from grave 22. 
Scales: A and Di-v; 1:1. Band C; 1:2. 
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Fig. 79. Reconstruction of musical instrument 22D. 
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Fig. 80. Grave goods from grave 26. 
Scales: Ai-ii, E and H; 1:2. B, C, D, F and G; 1:1. 
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Fig. 81. Grave goods from grave 29. 
Scales: A, Bi-viii, C, D, G and Hi-iv; 1:1. E, Fi-ii and Hv; 1:2. 
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Grave 29 (cont .) 
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Fig. 82. Grave goods from grave 29 (cont. ). 
Scales: Hvi-vii, Hxi and Hxiii; 1:1. Hviii-x and Hxii; 1:2. 
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Fig. 83. Grave goods from grave 34, 
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Scales: Ai-v, Aix-xii, D, E, F, G and Mi-ii; 1:1. Avi-viii, B, C, J, K and L; 1:2. 
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Grave 34 (cant.} 
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Fig. 84. Grave goods from graves 34 (cont. ) and 35, 

Grave 34 (cont.). Scales: Hi-xi; 1:1. 
Grave 35, Scales: Ai-ii, D and E; 1:1. Band C; 1:3. 
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Fig. 85. Grave goods from graves 35 (cont.), 29/34 and 47. 
Grave 35 (cont.). Scales: F, G, J and Hi-viii; 1:1. 

Grave 29/34. Scale: Ai-ii; 1:1. Grave 47. Scale: A; 1:3. Band D; 1:2. 
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Fig. 86. Grave goods from graves 27, 32 and 37. 

Grave 27. Scales: D; 1:3. E and F; 1:2. Grave 32. Scale: A; 1:2. 
Grave 37. Scales: A, Ei-ii and Fi-ii; 1: 1. B and C; 1:2. 
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Fig. 87. Grave goods from graves 37 (cont.), 38, 40 and 41. 
Grave 37 (cont.). Scales: D, Ji and Hi; 1:1. G and Jii; 1:2. Grave 38. Scale: B; 1:1. 

Grave 40. Scales: and B; 1:2. Grave 41. Scales: A and B; 1:2. 
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Fig. 88. Grave goods from grave 42. 
Scales: A, Bi-iii, Ei-ii and Hii-x; 1:1. C, D, G, Hi and Hxi-xii; 1:2. 
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Grave 42 (cont .) 
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Fig. 89. Grave goods from graves 42 (cont. ) and 44, 
Grave 42 (cont.). Scales: Ji-ii, Ki-ii and L; 1:1. 
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Grave 44, Scales: A, C, Di-ii, H, J, Ki-viii and L; 1:1. B; 1:2. F; 1:3. 
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Fig. 90. Grave goods from grave 45. 
Scales: A, B, C, Di-viii , Giii-vii and Ei-ii; 1:1. Gi-ii and F; 1:2. 
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Fig. 91. Grave goods from graves 50, 52/53 and 51. 
Grave 50. Scales: Band C; 1:1. A and D; 1:2. 

Grave 52/53. Sc.ales: A and B; 1:2. Grave 51. Scale: A; 1:2. 
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Fig. 92. Grave goods from graves 54 and 55. 
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Grave 54. Scales: B, D, E, G, J, K, Land Mi-iii; 1:1. A, C and F; 1:2. 

Grave 55. Scales: A; 1:3. Band A stamps: 1:1. 
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Fig. 93. Grave goods from graves 56, 59, 60 and 61. 
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Grave 56, Scales: Ai-vii; 1:1. Grave 59. Scales: A; 1:2. C and Di-ii; 1: 1. 
Grave 60. Scale: B; 1:1. Grave 61. Scales: A and C; 1:2. 
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Photo: An drew J. Laws on ZA4 

Plate I. Grave 64A: gilded copper alloy square-headed brooch; 
length 14. 1 cm (Fig. 94). 



Photo: Andrew J. Lawson ZA6 

Plate II. Grave 26B and C: pair of copper alloy zoomorphic shie ld 
mounts; lengths 4. 8 cm and 4. 6 cm resp. (Fig. 80). 

Photo: Andrew J. Lawson ZA8 

Plate IIL Grave 54E: copper alloy plate with zoomorphic decoration; 
length 4. 5 cm (Fig. 92). 
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Fig. 94. Grave goods from graves 62, 63 and 64. 
Grave 62. Scales: Bi-ii, C and D; 1:1. A; 1:2. 

Grave 63 . Scales: A, Band C; 1:2. Grave 64. Scales: A, Band Ci-iii; 1:1. 
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Fig. 95. Grave goods from graves 64 (cont.) and 65, 

Bergh Apton 
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0/M 

Grave 64 (cont.). Scales: E, Fi-ii, H and G; 1:1. D and J; 1:2. 
Grave 65, Scales: A, B, C and J; 1:1. D/M and H; 1:2. 
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Grave 65(cont .) 
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Fig. 96. Grave goods from graves 65 (cont. ) and 66. 
Gr ave 65 (cont.). Scales: Ei-ii, F, G and Li-xviii; 1:1. K; 1:2. 

Grave 66. Scales: A, B, C, D, E and F; 1:2. 
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Fig. 97. Grave goods from graves 66 (cont.), 67, 68 and 69. 
Grave 66 (cont.). Scales: Gi-1i and H; 1:2. Grave 67. Scale: A; 1:2. 

Grave 68. Scale: A; 1:3. Grave 69. Scales: A; 1:1. B; 1:2. 
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Fig. 98. Grave goods from graves 70 and 71. 
Grave 70. Scales : A, B, Di-ii , Ei-ii and Hi-iii; 1:1. Ci-ii; 1:3. F and G; 1:2. 

Grave 71. Scales: F and G; 1:1. D, E and K; 1:2. 
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Fig. 99. Grave goods from graves 73, 74, 76 and 82. 
Grave 73. Scales: Aii and Bi-ii; 1:2. Grave 74. Scales: A and B; 1:2. 
Grave 76. Scales: A and B; 1:1. Grave 82. Scales: Bi-iii; 1:1. A· 

' 
1:3. 
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Fig. 100. Unassociated finds. 
Scales: 1 and 10; 1:2. 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; 1:1. 
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Fig. 101. Unassociated finds (cont. ). 

Scales: 14, 15i-ii; 1:1. 11, 12, 13 and 16; 1:2. 
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The Lyre from Grave 22 (109) 

V. THE LYRE FROM GRAVE 22 

by Graeme Lawson 

(Figs. 24, 78-9, 102-9) 

Fragments of a wooden object from grave 22 seem to represent the remains of an 
Anglo -Saxon lyre of Sutton Hoo type (Bruce-Mitford 1970). These survived as a dark 
organi<.: deposit visible in the surrounding fill, with pieces of wood remaining where they 
had been preserved by oxidation products from the decay of small copper alloy fittings 
(Plate VIII). 

There are now three main pieces of wood, each with copper alloy components still 
attached (Fig. 78). The largest of these comprises two distinct portions, one small (D i) 
and one large (D ii), apparently joined together by means of a flat copper alloy plate and 
rivets, although the plate is now broken in half. A further metal component of this part 
(D ii) is a small copper alloy dome-headed plug which fits at the outer side into a socket, 
wedged with thin slivers of copper alloy sheet. The form of this whole structure, includ
ing the plate, join and plug, recurs in a parallel feature some 10-15 ems away (D iii), 
although in this second instance organic preservation has been less satisfactory. Indeed, 
in the case of the second dome-headed plug (D iv) there is no wood whatsoever, and only 
the copper alloy packing still adhering to the shaft survives. The third and final portion 
of wood is a badly shrunken piece (D v) associated, by close proximity, with the main 
fragment (D i-ii). The remains of a strip of copper alloy binding are still visible on its 
surface (Plate V). 

The structures of the two joints are better represented in the larger example (D i-ii), 
despite the poorer conditions of its rivet-plate. There it can be seen that its construction 
is clearly of a mortise-and-tenon type, with the mortise cavity cut into the end and 
inside-face of the larger portion (D ii). The tenon had evidently been a projection of the 
smaller piece (D i), for part of it can be seen as a small stump still attached, while a 
much larger detached fragment of it survives in situ inside the mortise (Figs. 102-3). The 
form of the latter portion suggests that it may have been tapered. 

The copper alloy components attached to each joint consist of a plate and two rivets, 
Each plate has been cut from flat copper alloy sheet of 0. 7 mm thickness, bearing no 
decoration other than a polished surface and a curved, sub-triangular outline (Fig. 104 
A and C). The rivets of joint D i-ii, which appear to have been around 20 mm in length 
(although only one is now complete), perforate their plate towards either end and pass 
through the wooden structure, one through the centre of the joint itself. At the rear they 
are both hammered to small copper alloy 'washers', the circular form and small size of 
which are suggested by the impression and oxidised traces of one surviving behind the 
wooden piece D i, and by its remains adhering to the rear tip of the appropriate rivet 
(Fig. 104 C). 

It was in fact the pair of copper alloy-mountedjoints that first suggested the possi
bility of a musical interpretation 2, Only fairly recently two such pairs of copper alloy 
plates had been shown to belong to two seventh century Anglo-Saxon lyres, the Sutton Hoo 
and Taplow Barrow instruments (Bruce-Mitford 1970), in both of which the paired tenon
and-mortise joints had been supplemented with rivetted copper alloy escutcheons (Fig. 105 
B and C). The relationship between these and the Bergh Apton example is, functionally, 
a close one. In all three cases the copper alloy plates straddle their joints, and have 
been fixed in place by rivets of the same metal, while both face-plates and their corres
ponding back-plates have all been reb.ated into their wooden surfaces (Fig. 105 A). There 
is further, if vague, similarity between the shapes of the Bergh Apton and Taplow plates, 
but since the latter each bore three rivets and one full-sized back-plate it is the Sutton 
Hoo instrument that provides the closest parallel for the actual structure. The major 
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difference between the Bergh Apton plates and the others is that they have free (rather 
than brazed or moulded) rivets, while at the same time their simple polished faces con
trast with the richly moulded ornament of the others. This somewhat less elaborate 
appearance and structure seems likely to be linked with the relatively lowly context of 
the Bergh Apton burial: the Sutton Hoo and Taplow remains were of royal rather than of 
primarily musical significance, and their elaborately decorated and finely made fittings 
reflect this. Here we appear to have one of the few known humble musicians 1 graves 3 
and his instrument is correspondingly more functional. The mounts also demonstrate, 
moreover, that the peculiarly English phenomenon of copper alloy escutcheons (Bruce
Mitford 1970, 10), not yet witnessed in any continental lyre, is no longer an exclusively 
royal characteristic. 

The purpose of such joint-plates is clearly functional as well as decorative. They 
are, however, apparently surplus to principal structural requirements, being frontally 
positioned 4. This does not impart any appreciable strength because the only major stress 
there is one of compression. If the joints were to be supported in this way the plates 
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would have had to have been fitted behind the arch, where tension arising from the torque 
of the arch is at its maximum 5, They are thus clearly not devices for bracing their 
joints against stresses resulting from string-tensioning, while for similar reasons they 
are equally unlikely to indicate secondary construction (repair). They would, however, 
be of some value as a means of preventing separation of the arch from the mainframe 
when unstrung, thus protecting the joint surfaces and especially the tenon from abrasion 
and damage. Since an important feature of the Anglo-Saxon lyre is its essentially port
able nature, as the 'hearpe' of the peripatetic minstrel or scop 6, and since the structural 
efficiency of its designs are witness to the competence of its manufacturers (Lawson 1978, 
chs. 4 and 5), this would therefore seem to be the more satisfactory interpretation. 

If the joinery and its location in relation to the rest of the fragments (Fig. 24) are 
enough to suggest an identification as a standard sixth or seventh century lyre, the 
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Fig. 104, The main surviving metal components. 
A. Left-hand plate and rivets. B. Left-hand plug. C. Right-hand plate 
and rivets. D. Right-hand plug (a+ b: fragments of (?)strap). 

presence of the surviving half of a large drilled perforation in fragment D i practically 
confirms it (Figs. 102-3). This occurs exactly where the first peg-hole would be 
expected to appear, on the basis of the other instrumental parallels, while both its size 
and orientation are entirely compatible with such an interpretation. Unfortunately, 
though perhaps not surprisingly, no trace of any tuning-pegs survived. The only sur
viving English tuning-pegs of this period (Lawson forthcoming) were of a soft wood, 
willow 7, and survived under exceptional circumstances 8, 

The third major fragment of wood (D v) bears a feature not previously found on 
Anglo-Saxon lyre remains. This consists of a thin copper alloy band, which is bent 
around its face and sides and secured by means of at least one and possibly two copper 
alloy pins {Fig. 106; Plate VI 9). Its purpose is not immediately evident because of the 
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Plate IV. Reconstruction of the surviving fragments of 22D i-v, set into 
the frame of a generalised Anglo-Saxon lyre. 
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Photo: G. Lawson 

Plate V. Grave 22D: remains of the right arm, with metal fittings 
and part of the arch. 
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X-radiograph: J. Bashford 

Plate VI. Grave 22D: X-radiograph of fragments of the right arm, showing 
nails (n) and tip of strap-plug (p) in situ. 
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Electron-micrograph: R. E. Swarbrick 

Plate VII. Scanning electron -micrograph of the ? leather strap-material 
from strap-plug 22 D ii, showing fibres. 
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Fig. 105. Anglo-Saxon lyre joints. 
A. Bergh Apton 22D, right-hand joint (reconstruction). 

B. Sutton Hoo, left-hand joint (reconstruction after Bruce-Mitford 1970). 
C. Taplow Barrow, right-hand joint (provisional reconstruction). 
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Fig. 106. Fragment D v, showing associated copper alloy strip and pins. 

bad state of preservation of both the metal and the wood, but its location within the arm 
of the instrument suggests that it is probably a binding-strip for the consolidation of the 
end of the uppermost extension of the sound-board (Fig. 107 A). Although the Sutton Hoo 
remains possess only copper alloy tacks at this junction (Fig. 107 B), a very close 
parallel has recently been found among small finds from the approximately contemporary 
Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Morning Thorpe, Norfolk 10. There a mirrored pair of small 
wooden fragments represent two structures comparable with the Sutton Hoo form but, as 
at Bergh Apton, with copper alloy strips holding the ends of the thinner sheets of wood in 
place (Fig. 107 C). 

A final pair of copper alloy components adds the remaining evidence for the 
symmetry of the design of the artefact as a whole. These take the forms of two dome
headed pins or plugs, and constitute the second novel aspect of the find. From their 
positions in the solid upper portions of the lyre's arms they seem to represent the first 
concrete archaeological corroboration for the fitting of wrist-straps to Anglo-Saxon 
instruments of this type. Parallels for such straps are occasionally shown in early 
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Fig. 107. Fragment D v interpreted, 
A. Bergh Apton 22D right-hand arm. B. Sutton Hoo left-hand arm 

(after Bruce-Mitford). C. Morning Thorpe 97 feature L 
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Fig. 108. Early Medieval lyre-straps. 
A. Durham Cathedral MS B. IL 30. fol. SlY (eighth century). B. Cambridge 
University Library MS Ff. L 23. fol. 4Y (eleventh century). C. Wall-painting 
in Aal, Jutland (Denmark) (twelfth century) 20. D. wiirttembergisches 
Landesmuseum, Stuttgart: germanic lyre from Oberflacht, grave 31 (sixth century). 
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Fig. 109. Anglo-Saxon lyre structures: grain of wood in arch and joints. 
A. Bergh Apton 22D. B. Sutton Hoo. C. Taplow Barrow. 

medieval art (Fig. 108), with one particularly good example in the eighth century 
Cassiodorus MS in Durham Cathedral Library 11, but are otherwise only once suggested 
in the archaeological record, namely (in a somewhat different form) as perforations in 
the arms of the seventh century lyre from grave 31 of the germanic cemetery at 
Oberflacht, wiirttemberg (Fig. 108 D) 12. Straps are, however, essential for the 
efficient handling of such instruments, enabling the player's left hand to contribute 
equally to his performance, and they should be expected to appear in archaeology sooner 
or later. The Bergh Apton plugs, meanwhile, are ideally designed for the attachment 
of such a strap, both in the packing of their sockets with copper alloy strip, for a secure 
(but not permanent) grip, and in their positions on the outside of the frame, by which 
they resist extraction (Plate IV) 13. 
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Unfortunately the condition of the wooden remains has left us with no direct evidence 
for the tools and techniques of their manufacture; only the file-marks on the heads of the 
copper alloy plugs and the marking-out scratches on the copper alloy sheet plug-packing 
strips survive. The form of the joinery, however, does imply both able craftsmanship 
and an availability of at least small gouges and chisels (as on the other contemporary 
instruments, Bruce-Mitford 1970; Paulsen 1972), while such evidence for a sophisticated 
standard of manufacture is supported by the obvious care with which all the metal plates 
have been set flush with their surrounding wooden surfaces. The choice of a hard wood 14, 
which again is evident in all the contemporary parallels, is also consistent with this, and 
the construction of the arch from a curve-grained piece (Fig. 109) is equally indicative of 
the care taken, demonstrating the unusually high level of discrimination involved in the 
selection of timber for such early instruments. 

Much of the remaining archaeological importance of the Bergh Apton find itself lies 
in its further confirmation of two morphological features of fifth to eighth century 
germanic lyre design: the universal appearance of its overall shape and, at the same 
time, the complete individuality of its minor fittings and decoration. The mortise-and
tenon joints of this example are, on present evidence, peculiarly English, both in their 
construction and in their supplementary metal fittings, but in general terms the form of 
all these instruments (even down to the number of strings) is pan-Germanic. 

The position of the remains within the burial is one of the major indications of their 
identity, lying close to and in front of the body (Fig. 24; Plate Vlll). In this they roughly 
parallel those of all three German lyres, which were buried close alongside or in the 
arms of their bearers (Fremersdorf 1943), and are in sharp contrast with the distant 
positions of the instruments in the royal graves at Sutton Hoo and Taplow 15. That they 
should have been found inverted is unusual, suggesting either post-inhumational distur
bance (Reynolds 1976) or that the lyre may have been buried inside a bag, as was the 
case at Sutton Hoo 16. 

The shortage of grave-goods, which are limited to the lyre, a small iron knife, a 
copper alloy buckle and an iron buckle (p. 21 ), is probably attributable to the poor level 
of general· preservation, and to the loss of one end of the grave through the action of 
tree-roots. All three German musicians seem to have at least died in moderate wealth, 
and the relevant inhumations at Abingdon (B 42) and Morning Thorpe (97) were also 
somewhat better furnished. 

The identification of this class of burial with that of the Anglo-Saxon scop or 
minstrel-poet seems a fairly reasonable one, for it ties in quite adequately with the little 
that we know about him from the literary sources. Only three broad categories of early 
Anglo-Saxon hearpere are recorded (Lawson 1974, vol. Ill, section 1): that of the common 
man, passing an instrument around on social occasions for mutual entertainment, that of 
the noble or royal owner for whom such performance was an important accomplishment, 
and finally that of the professional scop. In the first of these 17 the hearpe was not tied 
to the performer by any social bond (such as ownership), and since it would thus be 
unlikely to appear among his grave-goods it is improbable that he could be now represent
ed within any known lyre-burial. The category of lordly ownership, typified by the 
patriarch in the poem Beowulf 18, on the other hand, is represented quite dis
tinctly in the archaeology of the sixth and seventh centuries by the rich barrow-burials at 
Sutton Hoo and Taplow, where lyres were buried with many other possessions set around 
the burial chamber. The relationship between the scop and his hearpe, however, seems 
likely to have been very much closer than this arrangement would imply. It is typified 
in the literature by and his named instrument Scilling 19, and since it would 
probably have manifested itself in the format of his burial, it would explain quite con
veniently the significance of the Bergh Apton class of inhumation. This instrument prob
ably represents, therefore, a scop's lyre, which like a warrior's weaponry would 
accompany its owner to his grave. 
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Medieval stringed musical instruments now appear to be less rare than has 
previously been thought, and an increasing archaeological awareness of their existence 
is beginning to reveal their presence on more and more sites. Late Saxon, Norman and 
Viking finds can already be counted by the dozen, while both finished and unfinished 
specimens are known from the occupation levels of a wide variety of town sites. 
Christian funerary customs unfortunately terminated the inclusion of such artifacts in 
musicians' graves, but earlier pagan Saxon cemeteries now seem to have started to 
produce them. The Bergh Apton lyre may indeed be the first of a new wave of related 
discoveries, and it is expected that future scientific excavation of comparable cemeteries 
will continue to reveal further material. 
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VI. THE TEXTILES 

by Elisabeth Crowfoot 

INTRODUCTION 

Apart from a few deteriorated samples of animal and vegetable fibre (see p. 
the textile evidence at Bergh Apton has been preserved entirely by the replacement of 
textile fibres by metallic oxides from copper alloy and iron objects, leaving a cast in 
which spinning and weaving details can be seen, often very distinctly, though the frag
ments clear enough to be identified are often very small. 

The catalogue indicates the presence of what can by now be described as the usual 
range of Anglo-Saxon textiles, four-shed (2/2) twills, including chevron or lozenge 
weaves, three-shed (2/1) twills, tabby weaves, tablet-woven braids and probable warp
face tabby braids or borders, and two possible pile or pattern weaves. Only one 
selvedge is preserved, but as in Anglo-Saxon textiles the warp normally has the higher 
thread count, this has as a rule been placed in the warp position when counts are given. 
The direction of spinning twist in the yarns is indicated by the letters S and z. 

CATALOGUE OF TEXTILES 

All objects are of copper alloy unless otherwise stated. 

GRAVE 3 
A. Annular brooch 
On top surface, patches of replaced textile, Z, Z, twill (see B) near one end of pin. Other 
end of pin, fragment 0. 7 x 0. 3 cm, Z, Z, close tabby, count 10/4 threads on 0. 5/0. 3, 
i.e. 20/ 14-16 threads per cm, appearance suggests flax. On iron from pin, lumps 
replaced with threads, some Z, some S. 

B. Annular brooch 
Lying over the ring and across the centre in double layer or fold, replaced textile, Z, Z, 
four-shed twill, surface deteriorated, count 5/5 on 5 mm, 

Ei. Iron key 
2. 3 x 1. 5 cm on hook, replaced textile, Z, Z, 2/2 twill, count 13/11-12 per cm; 

other traces on shaft. 

GRAVE 5 
Clavicle fragment 
Fragment replaced textile, 0. 9 x 1. 3 cm, Z, Z, tabby, count estimated 20/16 per cm, 
The piece may show part c. • a selvedge, as at one side it has five paired threads; the 
?wefts enter the tabby without crossing; in this edge are two knots of ? sewing thread, 
with holes between indicating a thread or knot missing (Fig. 110, No. 6). 

B. Iron brooch spring 
0. 9 x 0. 9 cm, coarse replaced threads probably from a tablet-woven braid or 

border, possibly 2-hole tablet, yarn Z spun, twists Z. 

C. Cruciform brooch 
Behind brooch, clear area 1. 3 x 1, 2 cm, visible from front, replaced textile, Z, Z, 2/2 
twill, count 10/8 per cm; thread in ?weft noticeably thicker and softer than in ?warp. 
From back, pierced by pin, folds and layers of Z, Z twill, probably the same. 

GRAVE 6 
C. Cruciform brooch 
On back, round where pin lay, replaced textile, best area 1. 2 x 0. 8 cm, in folds, Z, Z, 
fine close tabby, count 18/12 (taken as 6 on 5 mm) per cm. On pin attachment, under a 
fragment of this tabby, deteriorated textile with longer coarser Z threads, probably twill. 
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GRAVE 6 (cont. ) 
D. Cruciform brooch 
Similar tabby on back in folds round pin head and along catch plate, best area .£· 2. 5 x 
1. 2 cm, Z, Z, close and even tabby, counts estimated 14/12, 16/10 per cm. Tiny scrap 
of same on E, tag-end and iron ring. 

GRAVE 7 
With bone 
Fragments textile, fibre very deteriorated, animal, i, e. wool, the best .£· 0. 5 x 1. 2 and 
1. 2 x 0. 7 cm, Z, S, twill, count 12 (6 on 6 mm)/11 per cm, probably the same as on H. 

E. Ring 
Z threads lying across, probably wound or tied round ring. 

G. Iron rings and rods 
Fragment replaced textile 1. 4 x 0. 6 cm, twill, 2/2, spinning Z one system, probably S 
the other, count 5/5 on 5 mm. 

H. Square-headed brooch 
On back, areas textile and replaced patches on brooch and pin, the best 1. 3 x 2. 2 cm, 
Z, S, broken diamond (lozenge) twill, count 14/12 per cm (Fig. 110, No. 1). 

GRAVE 8 
B. Iron shield boss and grip 
Fragments replaced textile, best area 1. 3 x 1. 5 cm, Z, Z, coarse regular 2/2 twill, 
count 8/7 per cm. On handgrip, remains leather and one patch replaced, 1. 7 x 2. 0 cm, 
same twill, count 7/7 per cm. 

D. Iron spearhead 
On socket, area 1, 0 x 1. 2 cm, replaced, similar twill to that on shield. 

GRAVE 9 
E. Ring 
Mass of replaced fibres, probably from wool. 

F/G. Wrist-clasps 
Area 2. 0 x 1. 0 cm, deteriorated tablet-woven braid, presumably the cuff to the sleeve 
(see p. ) ; thread Z spun, twists alternate Z and S, .£· 8 per 5 mm, wefts invisible 
(Fig. 110, No. 4); surface confused by root fibres, but patches of Z threads passing across 
the twists may indicate a surface pattern, as they lie between the braid and the clasp and 
are unlikely to have come from the sleeve. 

GRAVE 16 
A. Iron spearhead 
On socket, small patch coarse replaced textile, .£· 0. 8 x 0. 5 cm, Z, Z, probably twill. 

GRAVE 18 
A. Annular Brooch 
Underneath ring, area 1. 5 x 1. 0 cm, replaced textile, Z, Z, tabby, count 10/9 per cm. 
Loose fragment probably from brooch, replaced deteriorated twill, Z, S. 

C. Florid cruciform brooch 
Front, area 3. 5 x 0. 7 cm preserved along bottom of foot, Z, Z, twill, thread rather fine, 
count 7/5 per 5 mm, probably not a simple 2/2 but there is not enough preserved for 
certainty. Back, under pin, area 2. 5 x 1. 7 cm, solid Z, S twill, 2/2, count 10/10 per 
cm; deteriorated patches all over foot, behind pin attachment and on arms of cross. 

GRAVE 19 
B. Iron knife 
Fragment replaced textile 1. 3 x 1. 5 cm, Z, Z, 2/2 twill, count 7 on 5 mm in one system. 
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GRAVE 19 (cont.) 
Fii. Iron shield grip 

Bergh Apton 

Replaced textile, area 1. 7 x 1, 6 cm, Z, Z, probably twill, but with very coarse soft Z 
spun, Sply threads protruding, 2 to 5 mm, suggesting pile ends or broken pattern threads. 

H/J. Iron bucket bands 
Top ring, three fragments have replacements of textile; on one pieces, scattered over 
area 3, 3 x 1. 0 cm, seem to be from the same fabric as on F, rather hard spun Z ? twill 
threads, mixed with soft coarse threads, Z, Sply ? reverse of pile. Middle ring, again 
covered in traces, Z threads 4 to 5 mm, and coarse soft Sply threads. 

GRAVE 29 
G. Ring 
Traces all over of fairly coarse textile, Z, Z, twill, surface deteriorated, and same 
preserved on vegetable matter under the ring. 

H. 1Chatelaine 1 

On copper alloy ring (Hxi), fragment of plait or cord, Z spun threads. 
On some or all keys (Hviii-x), areas replaced textile on hook and ring, clear on latter 

4, 0 x 1. 0 cm, in a double fold, fine, Z, Z, 2/1 twill, count 10/8 on 5 mm, i, e. 
20/16 per cm. Detached replaced fragments:-
(a) replaced by iron, area 1. 6 x 1. 2 overall, Z, Z, similar fine 2/1 twill, count 19-20/19 
per cm; the fourth ?weft from one end of the piece is paired, could be decorative or a 
mistake (Fig. 110, No. 3). 
(b) fragment from keys, 1. 1 x 0. 8 cm. similar 2/1 twill, ribbed look due to presence of 
occasional noticeably coarse threads. 
(c) spiral fragments that have been twisted round, areas 2. 0 x 0. 6 and 0. 5 x 0. 6, same 
twill, one piece showing reverse weft-face side. 
On copper alloy fragments (Hii and others), folds of same fine twill, and some coarse Z 
threads. 
On copper alloy and iron from girdle hangers area 1, 2 x 0. 8 cm at one end, same 2/1 
twill, replaced, weft-face side, thread again noticeably uneven, count 20 (10 on 5 mm)/ 
17 per cm. 

GRAVE 34 
A. 1 Chatelaine 1 

Two replaced patches on loop of keys (Avi), 1. 0 x 0. 6 cm each, Z, Z, 2/2 twill, fairly 
coarse and even, count 6/5 on 5 mm. 
On iron knife (Avii), patch of deteriorated replaced similar textile. 

E. Annular brooch 
Underneath, at junction of pin, area 2. 0 x 1, 5 cm, replaced fine textile, Z, Z, 2/1 twill, 
weft-face side, count 13/8 on 5 mm; this is very like the twill from grave 29, again 
ribbing due to uneven thread. 

F. Annular brooch 
In folds on ring and all along pin position, replaced area 4. 5 x 2. 2 cm, at widest, same 
fine 2/1 twill, Z, Z, count 28 (14 on 5 mm)/17 per cm, showing weft face on pin, warp 
face on ring; warp face has layer of curled fibres on top, perhaps deterioration, but 
more likely teasling. 

K. Iron strip 
Area 1, 7 x 1, 0 cm, replaced medium weight textile, Z, Z, ?tabby, count 6/5 on 5 mm. 

L. Iron buckle 
Coarse replaced textile covering most of one end of ring, Z, Z, twill, deteriorated. 

GRAVE 35 
F. Wrist clasp 
Back, area textile, very fragile and deteriorated, 1. 1 x 0. 9 cm, Z, Z, twill, probably 
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GRAVE 35 (cont. ) 
fine simple 2/2, but broken threads confuse it, and it might be 2/1; count estimated 

8/ 6 on 5 mm. Along one edge, tubular selvedge is preserved, 2. 5 mm wide, probably 
woven on 10 threads (Fig. 110, No. 5). 

GRAVE 37 
A. Cruciform brooch 
Front, (a) fine textile in folds on crossbar, ?flax, undyed, area£.· 3. 7 x 2. 0 cm, Z, Z, 
tabby, count 22-24/18 per cm, thread finer in one system, weaving regular. 
Back, (b) replaced deteriorated folds of Z, S, twill, all over crossbar at back and under 
pin. Underneath this, (c) partially replaced, Z, Z, tabby, dark brown wool, clear area 
£_. 1, 0 x 0. 7 cm, count 7/6 per 5 mm. 

Under A, on part of iron brooch C, (d) replaced remains of fine tablet-woven band, area 
3, 0 x 1. 5 cm, three edge twists , Z, S, Z (width 0. 5 cm) followed by remains 

of diagonally patterned centre. 

E. Wrist clasp 
Area 2. 0 x 0. 6 cm from back of clasp, tablet woven braid, twists S, but probably broken 
along parallel lines of diagonal pattern; at one end, two rows of S twining, perhaps at the 
end of the braid. 

G. Iron knife 
Replaced wisp of fine textile, 1. 3 x 0. 4 cm, probably tabby, ?a fine tape. 

J. Iron buckle 
Lying over pin, coarse replaced textile, area 3, 0 x 1. 8 cm, Z, Z, twill, surface 
damaged and threads broken. 

GRAVE 40 
A. Iron buckle 
Traces replaced textile with one clear area showing close-packed Z threads hiding the 
other system, possibly from a warp-face belt (see p. ) with coarse wefts 3 per 5 mm, 
but too badly preserved for certainty. 

B. Iron knife 
Patch replaced textile, 1. 2 x 1. 5 cm, Z threads; surface obscured by fibres, but 
whether deterioration or teasling uncertain. 

GRAVE 42 
Bi. Annular brooch 
On pin (detached) area 2. 5 x 2. 0 cm replaced textile, Z, Z, twill, count 14/11 per cm, 
as far as can be seen simple 2/2, but surface obscured by loose fibres; good preserva
tion of the twill suggests this may be a teasled surface. 

On brooch, at pin attachment, deteriorated tablet twists, Z, S, in chevrons; detached 
fragment, replaced, width preserved 1. 2, length 2. 1 cm, braid in regular 4-hole tablet 
weave, 12 twists in chevrons Z and S per cm (Fig. 110, No. 4), wefts 12 per cm; one 
edge is preserved, with a noticeably heavier twist, probably due to thicker threads; the 
other edge is missing. Loose fragments from under brooch from similar braid, the best 
1, 1 x 1. 7 cm, indicate that the braid was wider than the clear fragment. On other copper 
alloy fragments (Bii) again replaced deteriorated twists. 

H. 'Chatelaine' 
Hiv-viii in strap end 
Area 0. 8 x 1. 1 cm textile, i.e. braid strap, replaced, Z warp, weft ends protruding; 
the way the warps lie suggest a tablet weave, but the fibres are flattened and it may be a 
simple warp-face weave or 2-hole tablet weave (see grave 40. A). 

Another strap end 
Leather round rivets. 
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GRAVE 42 (cont. ) 
On copper alloy fragment 
Small scrap replaced Z, Z twill. 

Iron ring 
Area I, 2 x 0. 6 cm, replaced Z, Z twill, count 7/6 on 5 mm. 

Hxii. Iron pin 
Coarse fibred Z thread wound round and round top of pin. 

Hi. Keys 
Patches similar Z, Z twill to that on ring over area 2. 0 x 0. 7 cm. 

J. Wrist-clasp 
Mass of deteriorated crushed textile, Z, Z; on one area I, 5 x I, I cm deteriorated tablet 
twists, all lying S, thread Z spun. 

GRAVE 45 
G. 1Chatelaine 1 

Area fine ?wool (animal) textile, £.· I. 5 x 1. 0 cm, Z, S, surface crushed; deteriorated 
Z threads on other pieces of 1chatelaine '· 

Copper alloy fragments (on wrist-clasp E or on G) 
Scrap £. I. 2 x I, 2 cm, Z, Z, twill, crushed, fibre unidentifiable; the threads in one 
system seem to be fine paired Z threads, but the effect may be due to fibres parting 
under pressure; count 8 (?pairs)/6 on 5 mm. 

GRAVE 50 
D. Iron lmife 
Patch replaced textile, I, 0 x 0. 8 cm, Z, Z, twill. 

E. Iron buckle and copper alloy buckle plate 
(a) replaced textile all round one edge in a lump of folds, £• 2. 0 x 2. 0 cm, rather coarse 
Z, Z twill, with soft S threads passing diagonally (Fig. 110, No. 2); these may be the 
reverse of a pile weave, or possibly a pattern weave (see p. ); count 9/8 per cm on 
twill. 
(b) small piece that has been against copper alloy, 0. 6 x 0. 7 cm, Z, Z, finer twill, 2/2, 
count 8/6-7 on 5 mm; deteriorated scrap of this is on underside of (a). 

GRAVE 55 
B. Annular brooch 
Underneath, at pin attachment, £·I, 0 x 0. 8 cm replaced textile, Z, Z, probably twill. 
On front, fragment of cord, three Z threads plyed or loosely plaited, 

GRAVE 64 
o._ Iron buckle 
Patch replaced textile, £• 2. 0 x 0. 8 cm, Z, S, 2/2 twill, count I2 per cm in Z system. 

F. Wrist-clasp 
Tiny fragments deteriorated Z, S textile under copper alloy; some threads possibly from 
S tablet twists. 

G. Wrist-clasp 
Area 3, 0 x I, 0 cm underneath, deteriorated textile, Sply threads of tablet twists clear in 
holes of pattern. 

GRAVE 65 
Band C. Annular brooches 
(a) on bone and copper alloy, Z, Z, textile; under brooch Z, ?tablet weave; on top of 
ring, area I. 5 x 0. 8, replaced Z, Z, probably tabby, count 6/6 on 5 mm, broken threads. 
(b) replaced area I. 0 x 0. 7 cm, Z, Z, possibly 2-hole tablet weave. 
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GRAVE 65 (cont. ) 
D. Iron pin 
Small patches replaced, Z, Z, one thread noticeably finer than other. 

E. Wrist-clasp 
Hard pressed mass of deteriorated textile underneath; at one edge ?fine tablet twists, 
thread Z spun, twists S. 

H. Iron ring 
Patches replaced textile round ring in more than one fold or layer, Z, Z, twill, very 
regular 2/2 diagonal, count 15-16/14 per cm. 

K. Iron lmife 
Patch replaced textile, 1. 3 x 1, 0 cm, Zone system, probably S other, coarse weave, 
surface bad. 

GRAVE 71 
E. Iron lmife 
Patches replaced textile, Z, Z, deteriorated, 

G. Buckle plate 
Area underneath, 1. 3 x 1, 7 cm clear, Z, Z, twill, 2/2 diagonal as far as can be seen, 
very regular and even, count 16/15 per cm. 

GRAVE 73 
A. Iron shield boss and grip 
Areas replaced textile on both sides of iron fragment, one fairly clear area 2. 5 x 1, 5 cm, 
Z, S, 2/2 twill, count 6/4 on 5 mm. 

SF, 11. Iron ring 
Area 1, 2 x 1, 7 cm, replaced coarse textile, Z, Z, ?twill, 

N. B. Many other objects from some of these graves, and from graves 12, 21, 22, 26, 35, 
44, 47, 54, 60, 63, 69, 70 and 76, had remains of Z threads and traces of Z, Z textiles too 
small for further identification, also traces of leather on buckles, studs and lmives. 

DISCUSSION 

Fibres and spinning 

Even where actual textile is present at Bergh Apton, the fibres are too deteriorated 
to be identified further than 'animal' (graves 7, 37, 45) and 'vegetable' (grave 37), though 
it is unlikely that these are other than sheep's wool and flax. The appearance of the 
metal-replaced fibres, from which most of the textile evidence here is assembled, 
suggests wool for everything except perhaps some of the finer tabby weaves. 

The spinning is mainly Z, though there is a small proporation of fabrics, unfortunate
ly mostly deteriorated, with different spinning, Z and S, in the two thread systems of the 
weave. Study of excavated Anglo-Saxon textiles, particularly, in the last few years, the 
long series from the settlement at Mucking, Essex, has made it clear that Z spinning was 
certainly predominant from the sixth century onwards, and mixed spinning, Z warp and 
S weft, can usually be taken to indicate a more decorative type of weave, such as chevron 
or lozenge twill. 

Twill weaves 

(a) Four-shed twills The twills include both four- and three-shed constructions, six with 
mixed spinning being all four-shed (2/2) weaves, one of which is a clear lozenge (broken 
diamond) twill (grave 7, Fig. 110, No. 1). One other lozenge or chevron twill is among 
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Fig. 110. The textiles. 
1. Four-shed lozenge (broken diamond) twill, Z, S spinning, 
shaded area preserved in grave 7. 

2. ? Pile weave (reverse) grave 50. 

3. Three-shed twill, Z, Z, spinning (a) Warp-face, 2/ 1 

Bergh Apton 

(b) Weft-face, 1/2. Drawn with one paired weft, as in grave 29. 

4. Four-hole tablet woven braid, twists in chevrons, right and 
left, as in grave 42. 

5. Tubular selvedge on four-shed 2/ 2 twill, Z, Z, spinning 
(a) Selvedge drawn into tube (b) Diagram to show passage of wefts. 
On ten warps as in grave 35. 

6. Fragment of tabby weave, Z, Z, spinning, with paired ?warps 
and knots and gaps from sewing thread, grave 5. 
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the seventeen four-shed twills employing Z spinning in warp and weft, but in this case not 
enough is present to show the whole plan of the diamond. All these pattern twills, what
ever their spinning, are of medium quality, comparable with those from a number of 
other cemeteries, with counts ranging from 24/18 to 12/12 threads per cm 
(Crowfoot, G. M. 1951, 30-2; Crowfoot, E. 1967, 37-9; Crowfoot, E. 1969, 50-3; 
Bruce-Mitford 1975, 447, SH 9, 12; unpublished, Dover, Mucking, Fonaby, Worthy 
Park, Buckden, Sewerby, Horndean, Finglesham, Welbeck Hill (Irby)), and are among 
the coarser examples in this group; they do not approach the quality of the really fine 
lozenges, with counts from 38/22 to 34/26 threads per cm, from Sutton Hoo and Broom
field Barrow (Bruce-Mitford 1975, 445), and there is no reason to suggest such weaves 
were anything but good local manufacture. The other four-shed twills catalogued here 
are all coarser, cloak and blanket fabrics. 

(b) Twills with ? pile or pattern Two coarse fragments have indications of pattern 
wefts . On grave goods from grave 19 are replacements of what is most probably a pile 
weave; on the rings of the bucket, the hard Z spw1 yarn::; of the twill are combined with 
soft coarse threads, Z spun, S ply, and on the hand grip of the shield these threads 
protrude broken from the weave, suggesting the under and upper surfaces of a pile cloak 
or blanket; alternatively they could indicate a weft float pattern, as in the fragments 
from a shield boss at Wakerley, Northants (grave 85), and a spear at Mucking (grave 
939), but unfortunately the remains are too small and scattered for certainty. 

The other fragments, on an iron buckle and copper alloy buckle plate from grave 
50, has soft S threads passing diagonally across a rather coarse Z spun twill (Fig. 110, 
No. 2); again the fragment is small, and it is difficult to see tlie exact passage of the 
replaced S threads, but they do not appear to run continuously; i.e. thAy could be pile 
wefts passmg across three warps and under one weft, seen from the rmderside of the 
twill, or perhaps a needle-inserted pattern. Pile weaves of different types and qualities 
have been found at Sutton Hoo, Broomfield Barrow and Banstead Down (Bruce-Mitford 
1975, 445, 447, SH 3, 10; Crowfoot, E. 1976(b), 69-70); the reverse of the last named 
example, though far more widely spaced, would give an effect nearest to the Bergh 
Apton scrap. 

The raised surface of a well-preserved twill in grave 42 suggests teasling. 

(c) Three-shed twills Three possible examples of three-shed twill (Fig. 110, No. 3) 
(graves 29, 34 and probably 35) confirm the findings from other cemeteries that this 
weave was well known among the Anglo-Saxons, not only in royal circles, as at Sutton 
Hoo, where fine imported goods could be expected, but in ordinary settlements, and 
made in varying qualities (Crowfoot, G. M. 1952, 190; Crowfoot, E. 1966, 30; Bruce
Mitford 1975, 446, SH 7, 8; unpublished, Dover, Mucking, Welbeck Hill, Wakerley, 
Bifrons, Ozingell, Broomfield Barrow etc.). 

Because of its lack of balance, this weave is considered unsuitable to the warp
weighted loom of the Anglo-Saxons (Hoffmann 1964, 202), and the presence of these 
twills on English sites, together with their absence in Scandinavia until the Viking period, 
may suggest that the Roman two-beamed loom continued in use among the local people, 
and was adopted, together with certain weaves, by the Anglo-Saxon settlers. 

The fine 2/1 twill from grave 34 has a soft fibrous appearance that suggests it may 
have been teasled, though surface deterioration may partly account for the raised fibres. 

Tabby weaves 

Seven Z spun tabby weaves are all simple without decoration. The position of two, 
coarse Z tabbies with a strongly warp (or weft) face, indicates that these were probably 
braids - the end of a belt in a buckle (grave 40. A), and a strap fragment from a 1chate
laine' (grave 42). On a knife from grave 37 a wisp of fine textile, probably tabby, suggests 
a tape. 
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Tablet weaves 

Six examples of tablet weave, the most popular Anglo-Saxon braid and border weave 
(Crowfoot, G. M. 1951, 26-30; Crowfoot, G. M. 1952, 189; Crowfoot, G. M, 1956, 
188-9; Henshall 1959, 17-21; Crowfoot, E. 1958, 36-7; Crowfoot, E. 1967, 37-8; 
Crowfoot, E. 1976(a), 31; and many unpublished examples), come from this cemetery. 
Most of these are from the commonest four-hole type, where the twists lie in chevrons, 
alternately Z and S (Fig. 110, No. 4), but two possibly have had pattern work, one (grave 
37) a woven diagonal design, the other (grave 9) possible remains of surface brocading. 
Two braids (graves 5 and 65) are probably two-hole weaves. 

These bands, used to decorate the necks and wrists of garments, to form borders 
on cloaks and blankets, and to make belts and straps, are extremely strong, and must in 
many cases have been highly coloured. 

Selvedges 

The only detail preserved apart from braids is a tubular selvedge (grave 35) on a 
four-shed twill (Fig. 110, No. 5); other Anglo-Saxon examples have been found from 
Barrington, Haslingfield, Wakerley, Sewerby and Broomfield Barrow. A fragment from 
grave 5 shows remains of six paired threads which could be part of the selvedge on a 
tabby weave, with the edge loops missing; remains of a sewing thread with two knots 
suggest this might have been used in a seam (Fig. 110, No. 6). 

A 

B 

Fig. 111. The Bronze Age pottery from site 10315. Scale 1:3. 
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VIL THE BRONZE AGE POTTERY 

by An drew J, Laws on 

In 1948 21 G. W. T. Barnett recovered twelve coarse prehistoric sherds including one 
rim sherd from the gravel pit (site 10315) west of Bergh Apton church. The date of 
these sherds is not certain; their coarse fabrics are matched by Early Bronze Age, Late 
Bronze Age and Iron Age fabrics from other sites within the county. However, the rim 
sherd appears to be from a large biconical urn. It cannot be stated whether this pottery 
is domestic or funerary. 

Description: Twelve sherds of at least three vessels 22 all are coarse, but their fabrics 
vary in character. The first is medium hard with large flint inclusions; the second is 
medium hard with a fine grit filler, The third, represented by one rim sherd (Fig, 111A) 
is medium soft with a coarse sand filler, a pitted orange-brown surface, and black core 
and is probably part of a biconical urn .£· 30 cm diameter. 

On the 8th December 1950 an urn, inverted over the cremated remains of a five year 
old child 23, was found in the same gravel pit (Fig, 3) 1 m from the surface (Eastern 
Daily Press 11th December 1950), 

Description: Biconcial urn 24 (Fig, 111B); 28. 1 cm ma.x, height; 27. 7 cm ma.x, 
diameter; short inverted neck beneath irregular rim flattened in parts; body slightly 
rounded; carination decorated with a single horizontal row of vertical finger or thumb 
impressions; two small lugs almost opposed formerly described as vestigial handles 
(Clarke 1957, 398); coarse fabric medium hard, light orange/red to beige colour; sur
face wiped but rough with occasional flint grits (1 mm) showing, 

Discussion 

Both urns could be accommodated within the biconical urns of the Deverel-Rimbury 
Complex, best studied in Dorset (Calkin 1962). Geographically the closest analogues are 
seen in the deposit at Mildenhall Fen, Suffolk (Clarke 1936). This pottery of Deverel
Rimbury tradition was originally dated to an early phase of the Late Bronze Age, at a 
time when contact with Middle Bronze Age peoples was thought to be evident. More 
recently a progressively earlier origin has been sought for Lhe Deverel-Rimbury, being 
taken from Middle Bronze Age 2 (Smith 1959, 144) to the latest part of the Early Bronze 
Age during the twelfth century B. C,, when the contemporary use of cord ornament and 
plastic decorative styles suggest an overlap with collared urn traditions (Barrett 1976, 
293-4). This early attribution is supported by association and, above all, the series of 
14c dates available at present from both funerary and domestic contexts. 
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VIIL THE ROMAN PATERA HANDLE 

by Tony Gregory 

This object (Fig. 112) was found (site 10316) in May 1955, while removing topsoil in 
the gravel pit, about 150 m east of the cemetery. The handle has been affected by heat 
which has distorted the end and weakened one arm so that it has broken off. The effects 
of heat are more widespread on the undecorated lower face . The inside of the curve, 
where the handle would presumably have been soldered to the body of the patera is rather 
rough and bears no trace of solder; it is not clear whether this handle had ever been 
attached to a body. The upper surface bears cast decoration against a field of blue, green 
and pale yellowish-green enamel. It is not clear if the latter is still its original colour, 
or whether it was originally red, which, like some examples of Iron Age red enamel, 
subsequently faded to pale yellowish-green. 

This handle was previously published by H. J. Eggers (1966, 94. 106 and Abb. 48) who 
drew attention to its insular character: the scroll motifs are reminiscent of British Late 
Iron Age art styles and are echoed both on the handle and body of the Linlithgow patera 
(Eggers 1966, Abb. 48). The two pieces are also similar in their treatment of the base 
of the handle, and the notching of the copper alloy at the edge of the enamelled field. 
They are clearly products of a Romano-British metal working industry whose repertoire 
included decorative motifs of pre-Roman inspiration, but which in the execution of those 
motifs, and in techniques, was provincial Roman. Until products of this industry are 
discovered in well-dated contexts it would be unwise to try to date the Bergh Apton handle. 
The Scale handle, found in a late second to late third century A. D. context (Rogerson 
1977, 141-2, fig. 60, no. 61), although it closely resembles the Linlithgow example in 
shape, is decorated in a different style and cannot be regarded as necessarily close in 
date. 

Fig. 112. The patera handle. Scale 1:1. 
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REFERENCES 

1. Norwich Castle Museum Accession No. NCM L. 1976. 4. 

2. At the time of excavation. 

3. See Fremersdorf (1943) for the Koln Severinkirche instrument; for the Abingdon 
grave (B42), which is the only English burial to bear any resemblance see Leeds 
and Harden (1936). 

4. This positioning is demonstrated beyond doubt by the Sutton Hoo remains; it is also 
unlikely that string-attachment would have taken place behind the arch. 

5. Because the strings are all attached to one side of the arch (by pegs) they pull it 
forwards as well as downwards. 

6. The association of the word hearpe with the lyre was first noted by Bruce-Mitford 
(1970). 

7. or poplar (Bruce-Mitford 1970). 

8. in the Coptic bowl complex in the Sutton Hoo burial chamber (Bruce ... Mitford 1970; 
and The Sutton Hoo Ship Burial Vol. ill forthcoming). 

9. These pins are badly decayed, and only one shows up clearly on the X-radiographs. 

10. Grave 97 : report forthcoming (Norfolk Archaeological Unit). 

11. MS B. Il 30. fol. 81 v. 

12. wlirttembergisches Landesmuseum, Stuttgart. Of course, the fitting of such straps 
does not necessarily require this method of attachment: straps could be fitted in 
ways that would leave no traces. 

13. Minute traces of organic material adhering to the underside of the Dii plug could 
well be the remains of this article: see Plate VIL A positive identification of it 
has not yet been possible. 

14. The cell structure of the small fragment received for identification is distorted and 
has been impregnated with a plastic resin, which makes it impossible to obtain 
clean new fracture surfaces. It appears to be a diffuse-porous hardwood. 

15. The Taplow instrument was located nearer the edge of the chamber (Bruce
Mitford 1970). It could hardly have been further away. 

16. Bruce-Mitford (1970). Final identification of a surface deposit here is hampered 
by a layer of modern varnish. 

17. of which the best known example is in the story of Caedmon: 

Ond he forpon oft in gebeorscipe, 
we2s blisse intinga gedemed, 

heo ealle scalde endebyrdnesse 
be hearpan singan, '):>onne he geseah 

hearpan him nealecan, aras he 
for forscome from symble ond 
ham eode to his huse. 

And therefore at the merry
making, when for sake of mirth 
it was ordered that they all 
in turn should sing to the 
hearpe, when he saw the harp 
coming near him he arose for 
shame from the table and went 
home to his house. 

Alfred's translation of Bede, transcribed and translated into modern English in 
Warren (1906). 
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18. t(!r wres gidd and gleo, 
gomela (Scylding), 
fela fricgende, 
feorran rehte; 
(hwilum) hilde-deor 
hearpan wynne, 
g(omen)-wudu grette, 

Songs and junketing followed, 
and the patriarch Hrothgar, 
who had a great fund of stories, 
told anecdotes about bygone times, 
and every now and then 
played a pleasant melody on the 
hearpe. 

Translation of the Anglo-Saxon by Wright (1957). 

19. Ponne wit Scilling sciran reorde 
for uncrum sige dryhtne song ahofan, 
hlude bi hearpan swinsade: 

When Scilling and I, with a clear 
voice, raised the song before our 
royal lord, loud with the hearpe 
sounded the melody. 

Translation of the Anglo-Saxon by Warren (1906). Alexander (1966, 156) refers to 
Scilling as 'Widsith's fellow-scop'. Such a duet is rather unlikely. 

20. For the David scene in Aal Kirke, see N!ZS'rlund and Lind, 1944, fig. 179. 

21. It is possible that some of the sherds were found in 1950 as there are two differing 
reports of the discovery. 

22. Norwich Castle Museum Accession No. NCM 188. 948. 

23. Identification of bones by Messrs. Sinclair and Millican (NCM records). 

24. Donated by Norfolk County Council Highways Department to Norwich Castle 
Museum, Accession No. NCM 1. 951. 
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